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FOREWORD BY
BUSINESS COMMISSIONER
Dear Reader,
It gives me great pleasure to bring to you our ﬁrst
sustainability report for PT Indo Liberty Textiles (ILT).
The overseas spinning business has been
adversely impacted by extremely sluggish market
conditions and steep cost increase in Indonesia.
Viscose margins have been under constant pressure throughout the year. Going forward as well,
owing to overcapacity in the Fibre and Yarn value
chain, the pressure on margins is likely to continue.
However, the overseas spinning businesses has
undertaken many initiatives and are on a war footing, ﬁghting their way through these adverse market
conditions. ILT is at the forefront of new product
development, with the setting up of the Centre of
Excellence and the ABY Studio. The business
continues to focus on Value Added Products and
the team in all the OS units have collectively been
able to increase VAP sales. There is a clear focus of
the business towards customer centricity, and the

NPS study is being completed for the business. The
business always strives for Operational Excellence,
and has undertaken various initiatives for energy
saving and manpower deployment and improvement. The efforts put in by my colleagues have
been recognized both within the Aditya Birla Group
and outside as well. The overseas spinning business distinguished itself by winning the Hewitt Best
Employer award in the South East Asian region.
In continuation to mark our efforts towards environment and society at large, we have decided to
initiate sustainability reporting from this year. We
view this report as a part of our continued commitment to our stakeholders to disclose our performance on key sustainability pillars. Our sustainability roadmap over the next three years will focus on
the expectations of our key stakeholders including
our employees and have deﬁned strategies to be
more economically, socially and environmentally
beneﬁcial and impacting the triple bottom line viz.
people, planet and proﬁt.
The report will provide you with accounts of actions
taken by us along with results achieved; I also
encourage you to give us your feedback on the
report, and share your kind views. Enjoy reading!

Mr. Thomas Varghese

PRESIDENT DIRECTOR’S
MESSAGE
Dear Readers,
It is my pleasure to introduce our ﬁrst sustainability
report which throws light on our journey so far. We
are a major yarn manufacturer serving global markets, our operations continually focuses on delivering value to all stakeholders whilst simultaneously
identifying and improving business processes that
drives environmental and social value, thus ensuring proﬁtable and sustainable growth.
The enablers have been a strong sustainability
governance framework of the Aditya Birla Group,
our sustainability committee and champions who
have helped to strengthen the initiative and our
existing management systems that have helped us
to leverage and work towards integrating sustainability into our business strategy.
Business Overview
The spinning business that put the industry on solid
footing for the past 18 months has slowed signiﬁcantly, but – it is certainly not that business is bad;
it is just different from what it has been. Overall,
demand continues to be stronger in FY14 than
what we have seen over the past few years, the
yield signs are making us proceed with caution.
Prices of most of the commodity textile ﬁbres have
been spiralling downwards. The key reasons for the
downward spiral are many but to name a few:

pass the costs on to cutomers due to low demand
downstream. Proﬁt pressure being high we had to
innovate to remain competitive despite increase in
costs.
In order to maintain our leadership position in
the market, we initiated various initiatives that
have helped improve the fundamentals:
t*OWFTUNFOUJOBVUPNBUJPOPGQMBOUTBU15&MFHBOU
and PT Sunrise – to be ahead of the curve in
quality and reduce manpower.
t*OWFTUNFOUJOOFXUFDIOPMPHJFTXFXFSFUIFmSTU
in Indonesia to produce rayon yarn with Compact
technology.
t *OWFTUNFOU JO TUVEZJOH BOE JEFOUJGZJOH LFZ NBSkets for technical textile products, this will allow
us to shift our product mix from commodity to
value added products.
t *OUSPEVDUJPO PG DPODFQUT MJLF LFZ BDDPVOU NBOagement, CRM, customer centricity to name a
few - the objective was to further strengthen our
relationship with customers and improve service
levels.
t4UVEZCZFYUFSOBMBHFODJFTMJLF$**GPSJEFOUJGZJOH
energy saving opportunities and thus reducing
consumption.

t0WFSTVQQMZ
t6ODFSUBJOUZBDSPTTUIFHFPHSBQIJFT SFTUSJDUFE
spending by consumers
t$VSSFODZnVDUVBUJPOT
t*ODSFBTFEDPTUTUSVDUVSFPOBDDPVOUPGUXPLFZ
inputs Power and Labour
Energy costs rose substantially but we could not
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t*OWFTUNFOUJOQFPQMFUISPVHIUBMFOUEFWFMPQNFOU 
assessing their potential for higher roles, identifying the development areas and mentoring them.
In today’s market, competition in commodity products have increased and most of the products
suffer a cash loss, there is hence a big need to push
for a shift from commodity to value added products
where there are limited players and higher margins.
It has become imperative for a leader like us to

allocate more resource for innovation, product and
business development, to keep ourselves ahead of
the curve in the industry we have created a World
Class Research & Development Facility in Indonesia, which makes it possible to introduce new products and meet our customer needs.
We have also set for ourselves a target to become
the lowest cost producer in the countries we operate in and expand and explore opportunities in low
cost countries.
This journey has been only possible with the
support that we have received from you, encouragement of our stakeholders and dedication of our
employees. We still have a tremendous potential to
grow and achieve higher returns, our aim is to
become a 1 billion dollar company. We have set for
ourselves an immediate target of 750 million by

2017. To achieve this goal, we will strive to promote
the synergy between our business and fulﬁlling your
expectations thereby creating a win-win situation
for both.
We endeavour to become a leading industry
benchmark for sustainability processes and performance by 2020, to be known for quality consistency and not to restrict this to the quality of product but to the entire service being rendered to the
customer. We have thus started making decisions
which will shape the future of our company, our
communities, and our planet.
We understand that certain yarn blends despite its
beneﬁts can create environmental concerns especially at the end of its product life cycle, we are looking for ways to collaborate with all stakeholders to
overcome these challenges and implementing
sustainability practices across the business. We
look forward to working with you on solutions that
make a difference and help create a cleaner world.
– Mr. C.R. Dugar
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ABOUT OUR
REPORTING

ABOUT OUR REPORTING

“Sustainability provides a competitive advantage”

OUR OPERATIONS AND
PRODUCTS
“Our vision is to be the leading
producer and exporter of
premium quality spun yarn
globally.”
0WFSTFBT 4QJOOJOH #VTJOFTT 04#  JT B nBHTIJQ
business of the Aditya Birla Group, recognized as a
global leader in synthetic spun yarn and has
manufacturing facilities at 5 locations in 3 countries,
Indonesia, Thailand and Philippines. OSB enjoys a
brand identity in all the markets it operates and has
presence through its product range in 50 countries
across the globe.
The Overseas Spinning Business of the Aditya Birla
(SPVQ "#( B64CJMMJPODPSQPSBUJPOJTESJWFO
by expansions in capacities, increased share of
value added products, change in customer and
market mix and cost control. For over four
decades, OSB has consistently delivered a wide
range of world-class products, to its customer and
has been a pioneer in new products.
OSB Indonesia has three manufacturing units
namely PT Elegant Textile Industry, PT Indo Liberty
Textiles and PT Sunrise Bumi Textiles. Overseas
Spinning Business (Indonesia) is headed by the
President Director–Overseas Spinning & Global
Marketing Head.
PT. Indo Liberty Textiles (ILT) was incorporated
in April 1995 with a modest capacity of 21,120
spindles in a total area of 20 hectares in an
industrial town of Karawang, about 70 kms east of
capital city Jakarta in West Java province of
Indonesia. ILT is a closely held, non-listed company.
Reporting to shareholders is done once in a year at
the Annual General Meeting. However, key
shareholders are represented on the Board of
Directors and are kept informed about business
developments via quarterly board meetings.
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Regular interaction of our senior management with our
shareholders for insights and feedback on important
business decisions has helped us gain the conﬁdence
of our shareholders. Debt – equity ratio is 2.07.
ILT commenced production in January 1996. The
BOOVBMUVSOPWFSJT64NJMMJPO5IFDBQBDJUZXBT
doubled to 42,240 spindles in June 1997. Present
capacity is 181,836 spindles (including 4,440 rotors of
Open End), with annual sales volume 47,185 MT/
annum in 2014. The expansion at ILT provided
BEEJUJPOBM nFYJCJMJUZ UP UIF CVTJOFTT UP EFWFMPQ WBMVF
added products.

Total Employee Strength

1,445 (2014)
Value of Net Sales

$

115.55 Mn US$ (2014)
Quantity of Products Sold

47,185 MT (2014)
We have the ability to produce superior quality yarn
largely due to investment in world-class manufacturing
and state-of-the-art technology. With every new expansion to increase our productivity, we selected the best
and latest machinery to achieve highest production and
quality to achieve desired quality and output to meet
customer expectations.
All this is backed by our state-of-the-art R&D facility and
the ABY Studio at the unit where all our products are
displayed.

ABOUT OUR REPORTING

This is a ﬁrst of its kind initiative in Indonesia.

LIST OF MEMBERSHIP

ILT has been audited by renowned textile research
centers like Nitra, Cystel and others to identify the
improvement opportunities in the areas such as
manpower utilization and energy conservation.

We are members of following associations /
organisations:
t*OEJB*OEPOFTJB$IBNCFSPG$PNNFSDF
t5IF5FYUJMF"TTPDJBUJPOPG*OEPOFTJB

There have been no signiﬁcant changes during the
reporting period with respect to the organisation's
size, structure, ownership or its supply chain.

t#VTJOFTT'PSVNPG*OEJB
t5IF&NQMPZFST"TTPDJBUJPOPG*OEPOFTJB

PRODUCT PORTFOLIO
With continuous focus on Technology, Quality, Cost
and Customer Services, ILT is successfully
operating its business activities in most competitive
markets under the brand name of “ABY”.
We are constantly following market trends and
working closely with our customers to develop and
provide a wide variety of product offerings to satisfy
our customer requirements. Our R&D facility, the
Centre of Excellence acilitates development of new
ﬁbre blends for a range of concept garments and
applications in tune with market demand and
fashion, thus reducing the development time. The
VOJUTIBWFEFWFMPQFEQSPEVDUJPOnFYJCJMJUJFTJOPSEFS
to produce new & varied products to meet fast
changing needs of customers and focus on
achieving optimum efﬁciency.

●

Siro Spun Yarn

● Compact
● Rayon/
● High
● Anti

Yarn

Cotton Yarn

Twist Yarn

Pill Yarn

● Slub

Yarn

● Lycra

Yarn

● Rayon

Silk Yarn

● Contamination

We manufacture spun yarn in different counts for
different end users. Our product range caters to a
wide variety of end uses and includes:
9 INDO LIBERTY TEXTILE INDUSTRY SUSTAINABILITY REPORT 2014

● Bamboo

Yarn

Free Polyester / Cotton Yarn

ABOUT OUR REPORTING

ABY yarn is used by the weavers and knitters for
manufacturing fabric for garments, upholstery,
mattress ticking, furnishing fabrics, industrial uses
like packing cloth and medical uses etc. We have
categorised our primary products:

Yarn
100 % Viscose
T/R Yarn
100% Polyester Yarn
100% Viscose (OE)

Single Ne Count
10 to 50
10 to 50
30 to 40
8 to 36

TFO Doubled Ne Count
10/2 to 50/2
20/2 to 50/2
30/2 to 40/2
8/2 to 36/2

MARKETING
Textile is a commodity with conventional production system. Since the entry barriers are low, this
industry is spread globally and faces stiff competition.
With the global competition in commodity products
increasing, major Japanese and European Spinners
have shifted their focus to increasing production of
value added products. This has been ably demonstrated by some of our key competitors – Omikenshi in Japan, Borckenstein in Austria and Miroglio in
Italy.

marketing organization:
(i) Domestic – country of manufacturing
(ii) Export - region speciﬁc like China,
Dubai, Brazil.

The current marketing set-up consists of two tier

MARKET ANALYSIS
Our market segmentation has been done as per
product applications. We have identiﬁed the
following market segments based on our market

study with respect to various aspects, e.g. quality
sensitivity, price realization as also our production
capability:

Segments

Country / Market

Mattress Ticking


Belgium, Australia, Indonesia,
18/1 RY, 28/2 RY, 30/2 RY
.FYJDP 4QBJO 5VSLFZ 64" #SB[JM  3:4MVC 1& 3:
China, Canada, Romania, Germany

Apparel Knitting

Korea, Japan, HK, China, Turkey

30/1 RSD, 30/1 RY, 40/1 RY, 30 TR,
20/1 TR, 20/1 RY

$PSF4QVO:BSOXJUI-ZDSB

&6 ,PSFB 4"NFSJDB 64"
Turkey

3:o533:53
28/1 RY - TR, 30/1 RY – TR

Wall Paper/Gum Tape

Japan, Indonesia

30/1 RY, 40/1 RY

.FEJDBM6TBHF

+BQBO *OEPOFTJB

3: 3:

Car Seat Covers / Industrial
6TFT

Japan, Indonesia, China

20/1 RSD 30/1 RSD, 20/1 TR, 30/1 TR

Apparel

Korea, Greece

30 RT,40/1 RT,30/1 RY,40/1 RY

Chenille

Turkey

30 PE (Micro)

Fuseable Interlining

Korea, China

10/1 RY, 16/1 RY

Electrical Wire

Japan

10/1 RY, 10/2 RY, 20/2 RY

Nylon Twisted RY Yarn

Argentina

24/2 RY with 70/2 D Nylon

Carpet

Belgium

16/2 RY

Bag Closing Thread

Turkey

12/5 PE
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Products

ABOUT OUR REPORTING

COMPLETE DISCLOSURE SCOPE AND BOUNDARY
This is our ﬁrst year of reporting and we are publishing the report as per the Global Reporting
Initiative (GRI) G4 Guidelines. This report is compiled in accordance with the Core Option of the
GRI to consider the relevant aspects to our business. We intend to publish this report annually.

This report covers information from the period 1st
January, 2014 to 31st December, 2014. The information includes overall performance results,
targets, future plans collected from ILT, Karawang
which is the sole entity. The aspect boundary is
limited to our operations at Karawang.

TRANSPARENT DISCLOSURE
- REPORTING PRINCIPLES
We are committed to measuring and reporting our
material environmental and social aspects. In this
respect, we have conducted a materiality assess
ment under the guidance of external consultants
with management, internal and external stakeholders. The identiﬁed issues were rated on a
scale of 1 to 4 with following criteria:
1. Issues that are not important/relevant to the
organization.
2. Issues that can pose threat to upcoming regulations OR Issues that can result in cost
savings or competitive advantage.
3. Issues that can result in operational discontinuity OR Issues that can pose threat to brand
reputation and goodwill.

The assessment included identiﬁcation and prioritization of issues that can pose risks to business
and stakeholder interests in the short and long
term. The quality of the report is deﬁned in such a
manner so as to ensure information presented to
stakeholders is unbiased, comparable, accurate,
reliable and understandable.

Further, we have also made
efforts to introduce
sustainability context in
various material issues which
are highlighted in the report.

4. Issues that can result in business discontinuity
OR Issues that can provide signiﬁcant business
opportunities.

CONFORMANCE TO GRI
In accordance with the GRI G4 reporting framework, we describe our approach for identifying our
material economic, social and environmental
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issues within the contents of this report. Our
report is aligned with the ABG sustainability framework that we have adopted voluntarily.

ABOUT OUR REPORTING

ABG SUSTAINABILITY FRAMEWORK
Responsible Stewardship
Focus on how we manage today and our goal is to
build a framework of policies, technical and
management standards aligned to international
TUBOEBSET BT EFmOFE CZ UIF *'$  0&$%  6/($ 
ISO and OSHAS. By introducing these standards
into our systems, we will manage our operations in
the most responsible manner.

Stakeholder Engagement
To understand the external changes that will
inevitably impact our companies in the future and
this step of the model is called “Stakeholder
Engagement". Our goal is to build strong

1. RESPONSIBLE STEWARDSHIP
Create a Framework to help us
move to international Standards

relationships with our stakeholders and key
technical experts on climate change, water and
waste management, developments in human rights
legislation, safety standards, health impacts and
the like.

Future Proofing
We will embed sustainability trends into our
strategic business plans to minimise the risks and
ﬁnd new opportunities that will be presented by the
requirements of a sustainable planet and society by
2030 and 2050 and make our businesses
sustainable.

 23 *$'.+#$1$-& &$,$-3
Knowledge to understand how fast things will
change & where disruptions will occur

3. FUTURE PROFFING INCLUDING OUR SUPPLY CHAIN
A plan to create and share stakeholder value so we stay ahead of
the Major Trend Curves - Roadmaps for Products,Energy, Water,
Wase, Human Rights, H&S, Biodiversity, Suppliers, New Business,
Technologies, etc.

All impact boundaries are global and apply to ILT unless otherwise stated
throughout the content of this report.
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GOVERNANCE AND
ENABLERS

GOVERNANCE AND ENABLERS

“Making continual attempts to transform ourselves to
build a sustainable future.”
At ILT, aspirations and concerns of our diverse
stakeholders shape our agendas much as any
business decision. Everyone we deal with viz. our
customers, suppliers, employees, shareholders,
partners, elected representatives, regulators, NGOs
and the media expects ILT to act responsibly and
with integrity at all times. Disclosing ﬁnancial results
alone are not enough: the societies and

communities within which we operate want the
company to focus on enhancing lives and
livelihoods, by delivering both ﬁnancial and
non-ﬁnancial value to all stakeholders. We are
aware that overlooking this expectation would risk
undermining our prospects for long-term value
creation. We have thus embraced “sustainability”
as one of our core business values.

HAWK EYE ON SUSTAINABILITY
GOVERNANCE
“BEING the change to SEE the change”
In order to drive towards a sustainable future, a
strong, responsive and all inclusive governance
structure needs to be in place. ILT is committed to
the adoption of best governance practices and
adhering to it in it’s true spirit. Our governance
practices are a product of the culture of the
trusteeship deeply ingrained in our value system
BOESFnFDUFEJOPVSTUSBUFHJDUIPVHIUQSPDFTT

t 4USBUFHJD HVJEBODF BOE FGGFDUJWF NPOJUPSJOH CZ
the Board.

At a macro level, our governance philosophy rests
on ﬁve basic tenets:
t #PBSE BDDPVOUBCJMJUZ UP UIF $PNQBOZ BOE UIF
shareholders.

The Company makes disclosures with respect to
the Board’s composition and functioning, remunerations, level of compliance with various Corporate Governance Codes and as required by applicable regulations.
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t1SPUFDUJPOPGNJOPSJUZJOUFSFTUTBOESJHIUT
t&RVJUBCMFUSFBUNFOUPGBMMTUBLFIPMEFST
t5SBOTQBSFODZBOEUJNFMZEJTDMPTVSFT

GOVERNANCE AND ENABLERS

THE BOARD
The Board of Commissioners for 2014 are listed below:
S.No

Name of
Board member

Executive/
Non-Executive /
Independent

Age
(Yrs)

Gender
(M/F)

1

Mr. K. M. Birla

Non-Executive

30-50

M

Indian

2

Mrs. Rajshree Birla

Non-Executive

>50

F

Indian

3

Mrs. Neeraj Birla

Non-Executive

30-50

F

Indian

4

Mr. S. S. Mhansaria

Non-Executive

>50

M

Indian

5

Mr. C. H. Mahtani

Non-Executive

>50

M

Indonesian

6

Mr. Vikash C.Mahtani

Non-Executive

30-50

M

Indonesian

7

Mr. Askaran Agarwala

Non-Executive

>50

M

Indian

The board provides the oversight to environmental,
social and economic performance of the
organisation and oversees upholding a broad set of
governance principles, delegating management
authority to the Chief Executive within the deﬁned
limits. All business decisions are taken in a
participative manner with the involvement of teams
rather than individually. This transparent work
culture has made us an organization where there
are no instances of irregularity. This is evident from
the fact that all our key customers, key suppliers,
shareholders and also employees have strong faith
in the organization and are continuing to grow with
us.

Nationality

The board reviews key risks including risks arising
from imperatives of sustainable development and
how they are managed. The management
exercises risk management through appropriate
internal controls and periodically reports to the
board.
ILT has a sustainability sub-committee consisting of
the following team members which works with the
overseas spinning sustainability committee who in
turn works with the apex sustainability council of
textile, acrylic ﬁbre and overseas spinning business:

ILT Sustainability Committee:
S.No

Name

Roles

Dept

1

Mr. Y. P. Singh

Member

Technical

2

Mr. S. M. George

Member

Engineering

3

Mr. Parminder Singh

Member

Engineering

4

Mr. Ravi Karyarkar

Member

Stores & Purchase

5

Mr. Ram Chandak

Member

Finance.

6

Mr. Atul Sahu

Member

HR

7

Mr. N. C. Ghosh

Member

Production

8

Mr. Llambok

Member

Personnel
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GOVERNANCE AND ENABLERS

Business Commissioner
DT, AF & OS
(Chairs Apex Council)

APEX
SUSTAINABILITY
COUNCIL

q Vision
q Policy Strategy
Development
q Performance
Monitoring
& Reporting

q Guidance
Direction

SUSTAINABILITY
COMMITTEES
AT EACH UNIT

President Director Overseas Spinning

q Set goals
and
targets

q 1DONQSNM
delivery of goals
and targets
WORK STREAM
1. Economic
2. Environmental
3. Social

Meeting: Once in a month

This institutional mechanism is the main enabler for driving sustainability practice and performance. Besides, we have deployed comprehensive set of enablers that drive sustainability:
DRIVING SUSTAINABILITY
Sustainability
Information
,@M@FDLDMS2XRSDL
2(,2

1HRJ,@M@FDLDMS
Framework

Sustainability
Advisory
Committee

Integrated
,@M@FDLDMS2XRSDLR
(,2

Enablement
through
Enablon

Integrating
sustainability risks
with existing risk
framework

Formation of
sustainability advisory
committee with
external experts

ISO -14001,
OHSAS-18001,
ISO-50001,
SA-8000, ISO-26000

We want sustainability to be integrated within different functions of
our business. But in the short term, separate identity is being
maintained for focus and emphasis, many aspects are already
integrated within the existing functions.
16 INDO LIBERTY TEXTILE INDUSTRY SUSTAINABILITY REPORT 2014

GOVERNANCE AND ENABLERS

THE TEN WORKING GROUPS ‘MISSION TEAMS’ DRIVING SUSTAINABILITY
ACROSS THE FIBRE AND TEXTILE BUSINESSES.

ENERGY & CARBON

WASTE MANAGEMENT

CHEMICAL MANAGEMENT

PRODUCT STEWARDSHIP

WATER & EFFLUENT

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT

ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH & SAFETY

SOCIAL & LABOUR

SUPPLY CHAIN

COMPLIANCE & RISK
MANAGEMENT
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OUR VALUES STEER
OUR CONDUCT

OUR VALUES STEER OUR CONDUCT

OUR VALUES
INTEGRITY

SEAMLESSNESS

Acting and taking decisions in a
manner that is fair and honest.
Following the highest standards of
professionalism and being
recognised for doing so. Integrity for
us means not only ﬁnancial and
intellectual integrity, but
encompasses all other forms as are
generally understood.

Thinking and working together
across functional groups,
hierarchies, businesses and
geographies. Leveraging diverse
competencies and perspectives to
garner the beneﬁts of synergy while
promoting organisational unity
through sharing and collaborative
efforts.

COMMITMENT

SPEED

On the foundation of Integrity, doing
all that is needed to deliver value to
all stakeholders. In the process,
being accountable for our own
actions and decisions, those of our
team and those in the part of the
organisation for which we are
responsible.

Responding to internal and external
customers with a sense of urgency.
Continuously striving to ﬁnish before
deadlines and choosing the best
rhythm to optimise organisational
efﬁciencies.

PASSION
An energetic, intuitive zeal that arises
from emotional engagement with the
organisation that makes work joyful
and inspires each one to give his or
her best. A voluntary, spontaneous
and relentless pursuit of goals and
objectives with the highest level of
energy and enthusiasm.

CODE OF CONDUCT
"Integrity, trust, fairness and
honesty are the basics that
guide our strategies"
We voluntarily follow the Code of Conduct outlined
by the Aditya Birla Group. The Code of Conduct,
which incorporates the Business Principles, is our
central guidance document for norms of behaviour.
6OEFS PVS HPWFSOBODF TZTUFN  XF DPOTJEFS
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employees, suppliers, community, and our creditors
as our stakeholders, and their legal rights are
protected and treated with care. The detailed
information is provided to shareholders on
company’s performance by way of Director’s report.

OUR VALUES STEER OUR CONDUCT

GRIEVANCE REDRESSAL MECHANISMS

Communication
of procedures

Evaluating
the grievances
mechanism

Keeping track
of grievances

Communication
of response and
seek consent

Reviewing and
investigating
grievances

Preparing
response

We recognize that a grievance redressal mechanism
contributes to effective management and strengthening of the stakeholder engagement. Our redressal
mechanism against violations of the code is simple
and allows all employees to report any misconduct
to the business head of the organization while maintaining full conﬁdentiality.
We have a structured Employee Grievance Handling
Mechanism wherein the employee submits a complaint in writing to the Section Head for discussion. If
the Section Head is not in a position to resolve the
issue the complaint is forwarded to the Personnel
Head. The Personnel Head make every effort to
resolve the complaint and if necessary the personnel
along with the union discusses and resolves the
complaints. In case the grievance is still not
resolved, the complaint is submitted to the top management. If the complaint needs further action, it
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goes through the dispute settlement mechanism of
the group.
We also have a grievance handling mechanism for
dealing with grievances from the community. Local
community can address their problems to the
Personnel Manager; the grievance is then assessed
through meetings with the aggrieved party and the
community to resolve the same. If the stakeholder is
not satisﬁed, he/she may escalate it further to the
senior management who will respond through a
process of consultation and discussion.
We are in the process of deploying a more robust
stakeholder grievance mechanism that can be
extended to all stakeholders. We aim to deploy the
same next year. There were no grievances ﬁled
related to environment, social, labour and human
rights during the reporting year.

OUR VALUES STEER OUR CONDUCT

WHISTLE BLOWER
We have also formulated a whistle blower policy to
encourage all employees to fearlessly raise any
violation of “ABG Values” and “Code of Conduct”,
misuse of company’s property, mismanagement or
wrongful conduct prevailing in the company. The
policy ensures that the whistle blower’s identity is
protected.
Things that the Whistle Blower can notify:
tViolation of any law or regulations
tCorruption, bribery, theft, fraud, coercion and
willful omission
t$POnJDUPGJOUFSFTU
tProcurement frauds
tMismanagement, gross wastage
tManipulation of Company data
tStealing cash / company assets; leaking
conﬁdential information
t6OPfﬁcial use of Company’s material / human
assets
tActivities violating Company policies
tDanger to public health and safety
tAbuse of authority, Discrimination

POSITIVE COMPLIANCE
“Our robust systems also safeguard our preparedness to go beyond
meeting compliance and manage potential risks”
Meeting all applicable requirements to achieve
compliance is one of the key focus areas of our
organization. We have been meeting all applicable
laws and regulations with the utmost priority. Our
management systems, periodic audits ensure that
we review and comply with our list of legal
requirements. We are maintaining a tracking
system which has (i) applicable laws listed (ii)
responsible persons actions that is required to be
taken. As a part of the risk assessment to ensure
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that we meet compliance not only in country of our
operations but also in countries where our products
are exported, we track product safety legislations of
countries where international standards such as
Oeko-Tex are not prevalent.
For FY14, there have been no ﬁnes or sanctions imposed on ILT for non-compliance
with laws and regulations.

OUR VALUES STEER OUR CONDUCT

ISSUES THAT MATTER
We focus our sustainability activities and reporting on the issues
of greatest concern to ILT and our stakeholders
We engaged external consultants to manage
engagement with board, management team of
different relevant functions, employees, suppliers,

customers and community to obtain feedback and
feed into the process to identify issues that are
NPTUTJHOJmDBOUoPSANBUFSJBMoUP*-5

MATERIALITY MATRIX:
t8FVTFEBANBUFSJBMJUZNBUSJY TFFCFMPX UPNBQUIFJTTVFTUIBUPVSTUBLFIPMEFSTBSFNPTU
concerned about against those that have the biggest ﬁnancial or operational impact on our business.
t8FUIFOBQQMJFEUIFNBUFSJBMJUZQSJODJQMFUPFBDILFZJTTVFUPIFMQVTJEFOUJGZBOEQSJPSJUJTFUIFNPTU
signiﬁcant aspects.
t5PDSFBUFUIFNBUSJY XFVTFEBUPPMEFWFMPQFECZPVSDPOTVMUBOUTTQFDJmDBMMZGPSUIFUFYUJMFJOEVTUSZ
combined with ILT’s own criteria to assess and quantify risk.
The word cloud below shows our most material issues based on our last assessment in August 2014.

All aspects are material except biodiversity as the unit location Karawang does not fall under any
ecologically sensitive zone.
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OUR VALUES STEER OUR CONDUCT

POLICIES
Our policies help to ensure that our Business
Principles are put into practice in our day-to-day
actions. In our policy articulation, we follow positive
compliance with applicable regulations and good

industry practices; extend our responsibility to value
chain; apply precautionary approach to all
decisions pertaining to our stakeholders and the
environments.

The summary of our key policies, addressing these material issues
are presented below:
Title

Elements Addressed

1. ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY



t
t
t



t





t
t
t

1PTJUJWFMFHBMDPNQMJBODF
&OWJSPONFOUBMNBOBHFNFOUTZTUFN
$POTFSWFNBUFSJBMT 6TFSFOFXBCMFBOESFDZDMFE
materials and Pollution Prevention
8BTUFQSFWFOUJPO SFEVDUJPO SFVTF SFDZDMFBOE
disposal
&OHBHFXJUITUBLFIPMEFST
&YUFOEFOWJSPONFOUBMDBSFUPTVQQMJFST
5SBOTQBSFODZBOEEJTDMPTVSF

2. ENERGY AND CARBON POLICY







t
t
t
t
t
t
t

1PTJUJWFMFHBMDPNQMJBODF
3FEVDFUIFFOFSHZJOUFOTJUZBOEDBSCPOGPPUQSJOU
*ODSFBTFVTFPGSFOFXBCMFFOFSHZXJUIJOPVSPQFSBUJPOT
1SPNPUFSFTFBSDIBOEEFWFMPQNFOUGPSMPXDBSCPOTPMVUJPOT
$POUJOVBMMZJNQSPWFFOFSHZBOEDBSCPONBOBHFNFOU
&OHBHFXJUITUBLFIPMEFST
.POJUPS NFBTVSFBOESFQPSUFOFSHZVTBHFBOEDBSCPOFNJTTJPOT

3. SAFETY POLICY







t
t
t
t
t
t
t

.BJOUBJOTBGFBOEIFBMUIZXPSLFOWJSPONFOU
4IBSFSFTQPOTJCJMJUZGPSTBGFUZBNPOHTUFNQMPZFFT
3BJTFTBGFUZBXBSFOFTT
&OHBHFXJUIBMMTUBLFIPMEFST
*OnVFODFPVSDPOUSBDUPSTBOETVQQMJFST
$POUJOVBMMZJNQSPWFTBGFUZQFSGPSNBODFPGPVSQSPEVDUT
"DUJWFMZDPNNVOJDBUFBOEEJTDMPTF

4. HEALTH POLICY






t
t
t
t
t
t

.BJOUBJOIFBMUIZXPSLFOWJSPONFOU
3BJTFQSFWFOUJWFIFBMUIBXBSFOFTT
&OHBHFXJUISFMFWBOUTUBLFIPMEFST
*OnVFODFPVSDPOUSBDUPSTBOETVQQMJFST
.JOJNJTFOFHBUJWFIFBMUIJNQBDUTPGQSPEVDUT
"DUJWFMZDPNNVOJDBUFBOEEJTDMPTF

5. BIO DIVERSITY POLICY

t








t
t
t
t
t
t

.BJOUBJOQPTJUJWFMFHBMDPNQMJBODFXIJMFQMBOOJOH
and executing projects and in operations
.BOBHFFGmDJFOUVTFPGCJPMPHJDBMSFTPVSDFT
.JOJNJ[FBOENJUJHBUFJNQBDUT
*ODSFBTFHSFFODPWFS
4VQQMJFSTJNQBDUPOCJPEJWFSTJUZBOEDSVFMUZUPBOJNBMT
&OHBHFJOUFSOBMMZBOEFYUFSOBMMZXJUITUBLFIPMEFST
"DUJWFMZDPNNVOJDBUFBOEEJTDMPTF
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OUR VALUES STEER OUR CONDUCT

Title

Elements Addressed

6. WATER STEWARDSHIP POLICY







t
t
t
t
t
t
t

.BJOUBJOQPTJUJWFMFHBMDPNQMJBODF
.BOBHFFGmDJFOUVTFPGXBUFSSFTPVSDFCZSFEVDJOH SFDZDMJOHBOESFVTJOHXBUFS
.JOJNJ[FBOENJUJHBUFJNQBDUTPOXBUFSTPVSDFTBOESFDFJWJOHCPEJFT
$POUJOVBMMZJNQSPWFXBUFSGPPUQSJOUNBOBHFNFOU
&OHBHFJOUFSOBMMZBOEFYUFSOBMMZXJUITUBLFIPMEFST
"DUJWFMZDPNNVOJDBUFBOEEJTDMPTF
.POJUPS NFBTVSFBOESFQPSUXBUFSVTBHFBOEFGnVFOUEJTDIBSHFT

7. QUALITY POLICY





t
t
t
t
t

.BJOUBJOQPTJUJWFMFHBMDPNQMJBODF
2VBMJUZNBOBHFNFOUTZTUFN
3FHVMBSDVTUPNFSFOHBHFNFOU GFFECBDLHBUIFSJOH
&OHBHFDPOUSBDUPSTBOETVQQMJFST
"DUJWFMZDPNNVOJDBUFBOEEJTDMPTF

8. HUMAN RIGHTS POLICY

t






t
t
t
t

)VNBOSJHIUTJODMVEJOHOPOEJTDSJNJOBUJPO QSPIJCJUJPOPGDIJMEBOEGPSDFE
labor, and freedom of association and the right to engage in collective
bargaining
3FTQFDUUIFDVTUPNTBOEWBMVFT
1SPWJTJPOPGTFDVSJUZJOLFFQJOHXJUIUIFMBXT
%JTDMPTVSFUPSFMFWBOUTUBLFIPMEFST
1SPUFDUJPOPGXIJTUMFCMPXFST

9. STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT POLICY

t







t
t
t
t
t

&OHBHFNFOUQSPDFTTFTTQFDJmDUPFBDITUBLFIPMEFS
group, that is inclusive, material and responsive
*OGPSN FODPVSBHF BOECVJMEDBQBDJUZ
%FMJOFBUFTDPQFBOENPEFPGFOHBHFNFOU
*OUFHSBUFTUBLFIPMEFSFOHBHFNFOU
3FWJFXNFDIBOJTN
$PNNVOJDBUFUPTUBLFIPMEFST

10. SUPPLY CHAIN AND
PROCUREMENT POLICY





t
t
t
t
t
t

4DSFFOBOEFWBMVBUFOFXBOEFYJTUJOHTVQQMJFST
/PUPMFSBODFUPDIJMEMBCPVS GPSDFEMBCPVS OPOEJTDSJNJOBUJPO
1FSJPEJDBVEJUTPGTVQQMJFS
#VJMEBOEFOIBODFUIFDBQBDJUJFT
1SFGFSSFOFXBCMFPSSFDZDMFENBUFSJBMT
(SJFWBODFBOEXIJTUMFCMPXFSNFDIBOJTNTGPSTVQQMJFST

53"/41035"5*0/10-*$:







t
t
t
t
t
t
t

Compliance with safety & emissions, of all vehicles, owned or contracted
.JOJNJ[FUSBOTQPSUBUJPOBOEDIPTFNPEF
1FSJPEJDBVEJU
5SBJOJOHUPESJWFST
3JHIUJOGPSNBUJPO
7JEFPDPOGFSFODJOHBOEPUIFSNPEFT
Grievances of the communities

12. PRODUCT STEWARDSHIP POLICY






t
t
t
t
t
t

1PTJUJWFMFHBMDPNQMJBODFUPQSPEVDUIFBMUI TBGFUZBOEFOWJSPONFOU
1SPEVDUTUFXBSETIJQQSBDUJDFT
-JGFDZDMFBTTFTTNFOU
&OHBHFXJUITUBLFIPMEFSTBDSPTTQSPEVDUWBMVFDIBJO
3FDZDMJOHPGPVSQSPEVDUT
%JTDMPTFJOGPSNBUJPOPGQSPEVDUT

13. SECURITY POLICY








t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t

1IZTJDBMBOEJOGPSNBUJPOTFDVSJUZ
%FUFSSFODF JOUSVTJPOEFUFDUJPOBOEBDDFTTDPOUSPMT
4IBSFSFTQPOTJCJMJUZ
3BJTFTFDVSJUZBXBSFOFTT
4FDVSJUZQSBDUJDFTJOLFFQJOHXJUIIVNBOSJHIUTBOESJHIUUPJOGPSNBUJPO
$POUSBDUPSTBOETVQQMJFST
1SPUFDUUIFJOGPSNBUJPOPGDVTUPNFSTBOETVQQMJFST
$PNNVOJDBUFBOEEJTDMPTF
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RESPONSIBLE STEWARDSHIP

Title

Elements Addressed

14. SUPPLIER CODE OF CONDUCT







t
t
t
t
t
t
t

1SPIJCJUJPOPGDIJMEBOEGPSDFEMBCPVS
1SPIJCJUJPOPGIBSBTTNFOUPSBCVTF
1SPIJCJUJPOPGEJTDSJNJOBUJPO
6OGBJSXPSLJOHIPVST
8BHFT CFOFmUTBOEMFBWF
&OWJSPONFOU IFBMUIBOETBGFUZ
'SFFEPNPGBTTPDJBUJPO

MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
Our operations at Karawang, Indonesia follow
Quality, Environment, Occupational Health and
Safety Management Systems and we are certiﬁed
as an ISO – 9001, ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001
compliant company. We were certiﬁed as early as
1998 for Quality Management System, certiﬁed ISO
– 14001 in 2000 and awarded OHSAS 18001 in
July 2004.

Our products have been Oeko-Tex-100 certiﬁed since 2005. We are also establishing the
necessary procedures for implementing
Energy Management System (ISO 50001 :
2011) and will be awarded the same in FY15.

IT PLATFORM
We have deployed Enablon-Sustainability, EH&S and Operational Risk Management Software. It has been
primarily deployed for:

Managing Operational
Risks

Ensuring Compliance
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Improving Sustainability
Performance

Engaging With
Stakeholders,
On Day Today Basis

RESPONSIBLE
STEWARDSHIP

RESPONSIBLE STEWARDSHIP

MESSAGE FROM OPERATIONS
g KHFMHMF RBHDMSHkB OQNBDRRDR
with natural laws”
At the Aditya Birla Group, sustainability in business
is the holistic pursuit of a three point agenda:
t .BOBHJOH CVTJOFTT PQFSBUJPOT SFTQPOTJCMZ  UIJT
includes but is not limited to the creation of a safe
working environment at all sites and workplaces,
conserving energy and water, managing waste
and emissions and the protection of human
rights.
t 5IF VOEFSTUBOEJOH PG NBUFSJBM JTTVFT PG BMM
stakeholders from their perspective and
t 5IF VTBHF PG UIJT LOPXMFEHF UP BDUJWFMZ TFFL
ways to create and share value with each of
these stakeholder groups.
Our sustainability framework developed in 2013
focusses on three vital pillars that are essential to
integrating sustainability into our operations viz.
responsible stewardship, stakeholder engagement
and future prooﬁng.
Our annual sustainability performance roadmaps
include minimizing our environmental foot print,
improving our safety performance and stakeholder
engagement. It is an exciting time here as we are
looking at deploying projects that aim to improve
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our performance in areas such as energy, carbon
mitigation, water, exploring renewable energy as an
alternative, waste management and occupational
health and safety.
We involve our employees through awareness
creation, capacity building, training them for
certiﬁcation in areas of continuous improvement
and bringing them to the forefront as we work on
delivering solutions together along with other
stakeholders - the results we believe will build our
resilience and positively impact the organisation’s
future.
In addition to improving our performance on
sustainability parameters, we have also utilised the
Higgs Index tool since FY 13 to improve our
environmental sustainability performance and drive
behaviour based change. The sustainability IT
platform and dashboards helps us to track and
monitor our performance which is also reviewed by
the Group’s Apex Sustainability Council.
Over the past few years, we have worked towards
complying with all the local laws and regulations in
all areas and fulﬁlling our social responsibility, in the
coming years we are keen to work with our
suppliers and support them through awareness
raising to improve their performance on issues such
as,safety, human rights, environmental preservation.
We hope our initiatives will motivate stakeholders to
drive change and create a better future.

RESPONSIBLE STEWARDSHIP

GREENER AND CLEANER
FUTURE
“We Value and Care for the Environment”.
The clothing and textile manufacturing industry’s
potential to impact the environment is considered
moderate.

We at ILT, recognise the responsibility to:
t.POJUPS
t.BOBHFBOE
t3FEVDFPVSFOWJSPONFOUBMJNQBDUTXIFSever possible
At ILT, we aim to minimize the environmental footprint of our operations to enable us to do more with
less: less energy, less carbon, less waste and

less use of resources.
Since inception, we have strived to follow high standards of environmental excellence and work
towards integrating environmental concerns into all
business decisions.
We have prepared a roadmap for sustainability in
which a greener and cleaner future is a critical component. Processes and plans to achieve “Greener
and Cleaner future” is built into our existing management systems. We continuously monitor the
performance indicators through our sustainability
dashboard, the same is reviewed by the Apex
Council.
As a part of these, we have also undertaken
sustainability projects to reduce energy consumption, increase in consumption of renewable energy,
energy risk management, GHG assessment, emission reduction projects, management of waste and
waste water, reduce water consumption and compliance.

ENERGY AND
CARBON
“We Value and Care for the Environment”
Rising energy costs and the energy intensive nature
of our products has driven us to explore and implement energy efﬁciency measures, this is a continuous process, and targets for energy intensity
improvements which are deﬁned on a yearly basis
and are part of the sustainability dash board.
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We work on projects that decrease environmental
impacts and strive to improve energy performance.
We believe that management of energy is the
responsibility of all employees and all participate in
the energy management process.

RESPONSIBLE STEWARDSHIP

Energy Consumption within the organization

71,865

167,890

Diesel (Litres)

Total Energy
Consumption
(2014)
= 606,989 GJ

Energy Intensity (2014) = 12.86 GJ/MT
Reduction in Energy Consumption (2014) = 9,300 kWh

Electricity Consumption (MWh)

*The data represents the energy consumption at the manufacturing unit.The conversion factors used for calculations are based
on the gross caloriﬁc values of fuels and consumption. Total energy consumption= Energy consumption for: Diesel + Purchased
Electricity. Energy reductions is calculated based on energy savings achieved due to the projects implemented in 2014.

The manufacture of yarn consumes high amounts
of energy. Electricity consumption is the main
contributor to the impact of this process as a result
of the use of non-renewable energy resources.
This, therefore, validates and highlights the impor-
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tance of our ongoing investment in energy
efﬁciency projects. We have undertaken multiple
energy conservation projects, some of the key
projects implemented in FY 2014 were as follows:

RESPONSIBLE STEWARDSHIP

Project 1:
Our engineering team successfully replaced the air washer
system bearings and have achieved a saving of 230
kWh/day.

lights phase wise across our production units and utilities,
PVS OFX QMBOUT WJ[ 6OJUT  BOE  XIJDI XFSF DPNNJTsioned in 2012 and 2013 respectively had LED lights
installed at these facilities.

Project 2:
8FFNCBSLFEPOUIFQSPDFTTPGSFQMBDJOHPVSnVPSFTDFOU
lights with LEDs. From the year 2012 onwards, we replaced

*O  XF SFQMBDFE BMM UIF nVPSFTDFOU MJHIUJOH JO UIF 
unit’s ofﬁces with LED, this has resulted in energy saving
of 62 kwh/day, and was completed in Q3 of 2014.

We have developed a technology roadmap wherein
we have budgeted investments in quality
improvement and modernization technologies that
will not only improve our operational efﬁciency but
also increase the energy efﬁciency of the existing
equipment and process. It will also help us reduce
our dependence on fossil fuels.
Long term sustainability was one of the key criteria
while designing the projects. The key objectives
aimed at reducing cost and wastages whilst
maintaining product quality and energy efﬁciency.
We are constantly reviewing our energy
performance and mapping the energy scenario as
aligned to our growth strategy.
We are constantly reviewing our energy
performance and mapping the energy scenario as
aligned to our growth strategy.

RENEWABLE ENERGY
Over 50% of our emissions are from fossil fuel
generated electricity, we understand the ﬁnite
nature of these resources, its impact on the
environment and the need to invest in renewables.
We will, hence be exploring the feasibility of
procuring more electricity from renewable sources
or investing in renewables like solar for all residential
and commercial ofﬁces. In 2015, we will also be
ﬁnalising our renewable energy plan and targets for
the short and medium term.
In FY 15, we plan to undertake following renewable
energy projects:

CARBON
We Strive to Control Emissions
from our Operations
We understand our contribution and impact on
climate and have since aligned our existing
processes and initiatives to improve our carbon
footprint. ILT utilises energy resources during its
process. The electricity consumed for the process
generates greenhouse gas emission. We have
undertaken several energy saving initiatives to
improve our greenhouse gas performance, we
have also increased our share of renewable power
purchase from 40 – 52% in FY 14.
Our GHG emissions result predominantly from the
electricity we buy from PLN, which for the most
part, is generated using coal ﬁred power stations.
Our priority is to manage CO2 emissions from our
operations. We have set targets to reduce
emissions in Scope 1 & 2, we are doing this by:
Investing in greener and cleaner technologies and
exploring innovative solutions to mitigate CO2
emissions through energy conservation and
preferring low carbon fuels.
We are working towards reducing Scope 3
greenhouse gas emissions by:
t )JHIFS VUJMJ[BUJPO PG IJHI DVCF DPOUBJOFST GPS
improvisation of fuel consumption as well as
reduce emissions.

Sr.No. Project -RENEWABLE ENERGY

t 0QUJNJ[BUJPOPGQPPMFEDBSVUJMJ[BUJPO

1

Installation of transparent sheet rooﬁngs
in the packing departments of Mills 1 and 3.

t %JTDBSEJOHPMEBOEMFTTGVFMFGmDJFOUWFIJDMFT

2

Electrical heating, yarn conditioining (AESA) with
hot water by utilizing heat generated through
solar systems.

t 6TBHFPGCJHHFSUSVDLTGPSMPDBMEFMJWFSJFTBOEGPS
bringing raw material to plant from 9.6 T to 16.2
T Vehicles.
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RESPONSIBLE STEWARDSHIP

t .JOJNJ[JOHBJSUSBOTQPSUCZPQUJOHGPSWJEFP
conference options.
t &ODPVSBHJOHFNQMPZFFDPNNVUFUPXPSLVTJOH
bicycles or company owned /contracted
buses.

t 0QUJNJ[JOHMPBEJOHDBQBDJUZGPSJOCPVOE
outbound logistics for transportation of
supplied and ﬁnished goods.
t &EVDBUJOHBOEUSBJOJOHPVSESJWFSTPOHPPE
driving practices.

GHG Emission
241
449

Total Emissions (2014)
= 125767 tCO2

125078

GHG Intensity (2014) = 2.62 tCO2/MT
GHG Emission Reduction (2014) = 7 tCO2

Scope 1 (tCO2/year)
Scope 2 (tCO2/year)
Scope 3 (tCO2/year)

We collect and report emission data in accordance
with the guidelines of the Global Reporting Initiative
and the Greenhouse Gas Protocol, to the extent
practicable. The ﬁgures in the table above indicates
the emissions caused due to operations in the
manufacturing unit the year 2014, and includes
colony energy consumption. Scope-1 emissions
include fuel consumption and company vehicles;
Scope-2 emissions include electricity and steam
purchased; Scope-3 includes business travel by air
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and road, employee commute, inbound and
outbound logistics. The GHG emissions are calculated based on emission factors speciﬁed by IPCC
and DEFRA. The GHG intensity is accounted for
utilizing Scope-1, 2 and 3 emissions data. GHG
reductions are calculated based on the energy
savings achieved due to implementation of projects
in 2014 and the equivalent GHG emission reductions occurring as the result.

RESPONSIBLE STEWARDSHIP

WATER AND
EFFLUENT
We are sensitive towards water as it
supports life and livelihoods.
Water is going to be a limiting factor for industrial
and economic growth. Accordingly, it is important
for sustainable business to be a water steward,
decrease its water foot print, both direct and
indirect. On our part, we set and monitor intensity
targets, and the performance is regularly reviewed
against quarterly targets.
We have established the baseline for water

intensity per tonne of product consumed in FY 14,
we are now looking to improve our performance on
water consumed per person.
We have made a contract with PJT, the local
government authority to withdraw water upto
33,000 m3/month from the Citarum lake. The water
is used mainly for industrial purposes and colony
consumption.

S.No

Description

Section

Water consumption

1

Production

Humidiﬁcation and
Airconditioning
on daily basis.

We have a watermeter at each inlet
for monitoring water consumption

2

Ashrama residence

Dormitory

3

Family Quartres

Colony

4

Garden and Road area

Factory & Colony
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In 2014 –water consumption is 1,637 m3/day
for factory ) + 244 m3/day (for colony)

RESPONSIBLE STEWARDSHIP

We have undertaken initiatives for effective utilization of water such as, construction of a water jack
well carrying 3 pumps with an capacity of 7.5 kw
each, out of which, two pumps work continuously
and others are kept in standby mode. There is a
water storage tank having capacity of 125 m3
within factory premises here, water is ﬁltered
through sand and active carbon ﬁlters. This ﬁltered
soft water is transferred to overhead tanks with
capacity of 125,000 L and height of 26 m , water is
supplied to all production facilities. In order to
maintain safety standards, our plant has a closed
loop hydrant system, which is being maintained at
2.5 kg/cm2, with an emergency diesel pump and
automatic electric booster pump.

We plan to conduct a water risk assessment in the
coming year to understand the impacts on water
bodies as a result of water withdrawal for our
operations. We will utilize these results to outline
our plans to mitigate such risks in the coming
years.
We are focused on creating awareness on water
use and its management in the coming year across
the organisation and completing our water footprint
assessments during the same period. A water
leakage study was conducted and necessary
corrective actions were taken for arresting leakages.
In our efforts to efﬁciently utilise water, we have
planned the following projects in FY 15

Sr.No.

WATER

1

To replace rusted water pipe lines in plant, dormitory and housing to arrest leakages.

2

Measurement & analysis of water consumption for each mill wise, area wise with water
metering & recordings.

REDUCE, RECYCLE AND REUSE
The water consumptions at our manufacturing unit
is monitored on a daily basis and annual targets to
continually improve this performance is set.
Discharge water is minimal and amounts to ~3% of
the total water intake, this water is largely from the
air washer unit and the blow down from the cooling

towers. At the inlet, during the ﬁltration process,
the back wash water is channelled back to the
storage tank, where it is treated and reused within
the facility. This has resulted in water savings of
_NEBZ8FBSFQMBOOJOHUPJOTUBMMnPXNFUFST
to measure the quantity of the water reused
through this process in FY 15.

Water recycling increased by 73 m3/day from April 2014
Some of the key projects implemented in FY 14 are:
S.No

Water

1

Auto shut off valves for water taps in wash basin & toilets including colony & arresting
leakages in the consumption points.

2

To replace rusted water pipe lines for plant, dormitory, and housings to arrest leakages.
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RESPONSIBLE STEWARDSHIP

Surface water withdrawn (cum)
568,800
503,000

2013

2014

*The ﬁgures mentioned are for manufacturing unit and colony only.

WASTE WATER MANAGEMENT
The waste water is discharged into the drain after proper treatment and adhering to all required legislations
for maintenance of parameters such as COD, BOD etc. and ensuring that it is under permissible limit.

Discharged water data
(Discharge Destination: Citarum)
15,090

101.9
54.7

28

TSS
(in mg/l)

BOD
(in mg/l)

COD
(in mg/l)

Water
discharged (in
m3)

During the reporting year, there was no recycling and reuse of process water within the operations.
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RESPONSIBLE STEWARDSHIP

MATERIALS AND
WASTE
We aim to position us for best
efforts in use of renewable and
recovered materials
In a resource constrained world, our business prospects and corporate image will be under threat if we
do not strive to improve our material intensity
performance and look for alternative and renewable
materials.
Our material management adheres to good practices of purchase and inventory management.
During the reporting period, we have initiated a

practice of exploring alternative materials and seek
such information from our vendors from time to
time.
Our primary materials used consist of polyester and
rayon ﬁbres which are non-renewable and renewable respectively, they are used for developing
yarns in various blends. Since rayon is a renewable
material, it is subject to moisture loss or gain in the
manufacturing process. Hence in order to optimise
performance, paramters like moisture, weight,
splinters (Shirley faults), ﬁbre ﬁnish and contamination are monitored. Each of said parameters directly
affects the consumption of the raw material.

34,688
30,101

15,813
13,141

2013

Non Renewable Materials (MT)

3335
THAI
INDO
ACRYLIC
LIBERTY
FIBRE
TEXTILE
SUSTAINABILITY
INDUSTRY SUSTAINABILITY
REPORT 2014 REPORT 2014

2014

Renewable Materials (MT)
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Autopacking system has been installed in all the
mills, this has eliminated unnecessary manual
handling of ﬁnished goods along with strict control
on individual cone weight variation and mixup. We
have also introduced bar code system before
transferring the goods to godown, scanning is
undertaken for all ﬁnished goods.
In order to promote the use of recycled products,
we raised awareness with all our suppliers on the
VTF PG UIF ASFDZDMFE MPHP UP QSPNPUF UIF TBNF
down the value chain as well.
Our packaging material such as cartons and paper
cones are made from recycled paper. Maximum
emphasis is being given to the use of pallet packing
as it minimises packing material consumption. In
case of two ply and multifold yarns, use of paper
cones has been replaced by plastic cones which
can be reused continuously. 94 % of our
packaging material came from recycled
material sources.
During the reporting year, none of the packaging
material was reclaimed.
Packaging Material Consumption (in MT)

Non
Renewable
Materials
10%

Renewable
Materials
10%

NON RENEWABLE
MATERIALS
The emergence of three billion more middle-class
consumers in the next 20 years compared to 1.8
billion today, will drive up demand for varied
resources. Compounding the challenge are stronger links between resources, which increase the
risk that shortages and price changes in one
resource can rapidly spread to others.
This soaring demand will occur at a time when
exploring and extracting new resources is becoming increasingly challenging and expensive,
notwithstanding technological improvement in the
main resource sectors.
Hence overall as a business, our focus is on exploring latest technologies for new product development. Please refer to our future prooﬁng section for
more details.

WASTE MANAGEMENT
We are committed to reduce, reuse and recycle the
waste we produce wherever possible. According to
the waste categories speciﬁed in accordance with
the legislation, the waste is separated into main
items as hazardous, non-hazardous waste and
domestic garbage.
The main wastes produced by our facility in the
spinning process includes ﬁbre waste, scrap,
paper, plastic, carton waste, plastic bag etc.
In ILT, we use raw materials like 100% viscose,
100% polyester. During production process at
various stages, some process waste is produced
TVDI BT ESPQQJOHT  MJDLFS JO XBTUF  nBU XBTUF  nZ
waste, hard waste along with some usable waste
like sliver. In FY14, we generated 1,249.22 MT of
waste.

Recycled
materials
80%
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Bulk generation of saleable waste is in the carding
and autoconer process, we have contracted with
licensed vendors who purchase this waste and
reuse it to make yarn or other textile goods, this
also enables us to track, monitor and manage the
waste.

RESPONSIBLE STEWARDSHIP

We have undertaken the following initiatives
for waste minimization:
t#BMFNBOBHFNFOUTZTUFN
t0QUJNJ[BUJPOPGQSPDFTTBOENBDIJOFQBSBNeters at each process stage.
t&NQMPZFFTQBSUJDJQBUJPOJOMPTTJEFOUJmDBUJPO
projects.
t&NQMPZFFTQBSUJDJQBUJPOJORVBMJUZJOJUJBUJWF
programmes (Quality Circle).

Domestic waste originating from ofﬁce utilizations
and cafeteria are sent to the landﬁll of the afﬁliated
municipality. The recyclable waste such as packaging and paper are collected in separate waste
containers within and the site, segregated by type,
sorting and sold or disposed.
For improved waste management, we are planning
to install a bale press machine in FY 15 which will
enable us to prepare waste bales from plastic
sheets, strips generated from the ﬁbre bale packaging. This will enable easier segregation, handling and
transportation of the waste and reuse of the plastic.
Total weight of waste by disposal method
Disposal Method

Unit

2014

Non Hazardous waste

t5SBJOJOHPGXPSLFSTPOQJFDJOHPGCSPLFOZBSOUP
minimize the useable and non-usable waste.

Recycle

MT

235

Reuse

MT

1,012

Hazardous waste

MT

2

Total Waste

MT

997

*Excludes canteen waste.
There was no spillage of any chemicals or fuels
during the reporting period. We do not transport,
import, export or treat any hazardous waste which
can be classiﬁed under terms of Basel Convention
and no waste, is being shipped internationally.
Targets for reducing non-hazardous waste, reduction of material waste increasing waste recycling and
improving waste intensity were set in FY 14. We have
also developed a waste management framework to
improve our performance.

t*OWFTUNFOUJOFRVJQNFOUTMJLFUIF3PWJOH4UPQT
Motion which cuts the ﬁbre in case of breakage
and hence, reduces waste.
The amount of hazardous waste used in our manufacturing facilities is very limited, however we
continue to monitor the way lubricants and any other
hazardous material is handled, stored and disposed.
We ensure that all hazardous waste is disposed
through authorised waste handlers, the disposal
method is monitored through the disposal certiﬁcates submitted.
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CO2

EMISSIONS

At ILT, we realize the impacts that emissions have
on the atmosphere which can also affect community, health. Hence, we continuously monitor
parameters such as CO2, SOx, NOx and dust
through on-line emission measurement systems.
Our main pollutants are dust, a third party agency
monitors NOx, SOx and PM bi-annually. The company takes proactive measures for pollution control
and has state of the art equipment to do so.
We have modernized the humidiﬁcation system of
our HVAC system which maintains air quality in the
plant as well as the outside premises as per legal
norms.

62[ wJ1P

0.73

12[ ˩J1P

3.12

30 wJ1P

101.64
In the reporting period, there have been no signiﬁcant
environmental impacts due to transportation of goods
for organisation’s operation and transporting members
of workforce.

OZONE DEPLETING
SUBSTANCES
We use R134A in all our chillers which is a non-ODS
refrigerant.

HUMAN RIGHTS
“Elimination of Discrimination”
Our human rights approach is aligned with
universally accepted human rights standards and
we support the human right issues included in the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
ABG is a member of the United Nations Global

Compact, an international forum that operates
under the aegis of the United Nations and ascribes
to the human rights policy of the United Nations
and Global Compact. Integrity, trust, fairness and
honesty are the basics that guide our strategies,
our behaviour and the relationships we build with
people, both internaly and externaly.
The Aditya Birla Group has re-articulated the
values that spawn across its diverse businesses and locations and act as an organisational glue to bind people together. These
values are: integrity, commitment, passion,
speed and seamlessness. The values drive
the organisational thinking and processes whether related to people, manufacturing,
environment or community responsibility, the
CFESPDLPGUIFQSJODJQMFTPVUMJOFECZUIF6/
Global Compact.
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These guidelines serve as the pillars in areas where
local regulations are assessed as weak or nonexistent. We are also non-tolerant to any human
rights violation that comes to our attention within
our organization and supply chain.
Our human rights policy applies to every employee
and sits alongside other speciﬁc policies such as
health & safety, environment, anti-corruption etc.

HUMAN RIGHTS
PERFORMANCE REVIEW
Our performance as per the UN
Global Compact's ten
principles
Principle 1: Businesses should support and
respect the protection of internationally proclaimed
human rights.
Principle 2: Make sure that they are not complicit
in human rights abuses.
We make conscious efforts to identify, access and
manage human rights impacts within operations
and among our identiﬁed suppliers. We strongly
stand for human rights including nondiscrimination, prohibition of child and forced
labour, and freedom of association and the right to
engage in collective bargaining. None of our operations have been subject to human rights reviews.
We plan to implement social accountability (SA8000) standard in the coming year which is enables
monitoring against human rights issues. We have
also established appropriate procedures to evaluate and select major suppliers and contractors,
based on human rights and social policies, and to
monitor their performance where appropriate. We
have included human rights clause in our contracts,
such as, labour contracts.
We employ and maintain our own security services,
we expect our ofﬁcers to act in a manner that
respects human rights at all times, and comply with
all the applicable national, state and local laws.
Principle 3: Businesses should uphold the
freedom of association and the effective recognition
of the right to collective bargaining.
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We duly respect the right of all employees to form and
join unions and to bargain collectively. We have recognized the union formed by employees. This is evident
UISPVHIUIFDPQJFTPG6OJPO"HSFFNFOUT
ILT maintains good relations with its unions and there
has never been any strikes, walkouts, labour unrest or
demonstrations.
We are always open to suggestions from union representatives, we ensure that representatives of unions
are never subjected to any discrimination. We ensure
that the union representatives have access to their
members in the workplace. We have also provided the
union with a room facility with telephone for easy
access to its members and we do not interfere in their
activities. We have just started to provide human rights
training to all employees, other initiatives will also be
taken so that employees have an understanding and
are aware that their unit provides the necessary
support to ensure that human rights are respected in
daily working activities.
As and when required, the union is given freedom to
assemble and discuss their issues within plant premises. There are regular meetings between the management and the union members to discuss about various
welfare issues for the employees. We have not identiﬁed
any violations of right to freedom of association and
collective bargaining in our operations and supply chain.
Principle 4: The elimination of all forms of forced and
compulsory labour.
We do not engage or support the use of forced labour
and ensure that all employees are working voluntarily.
The terms and conditions relating to the employment
are communicated prior to recruitment. The document
containing applicable rules governing the conditions
shared with all employees and also displayed on company notice boards. In FY14, there have been no
cases identiﬁed or registered related to forced labour.
Principle 5: Effective abolition of child labour.
We have framed our policy for not engaging in or
supporting the use of child labour. In compliance with
local law we do not employ any person who is less than
18 years of age. Documentary evidence of proof of age
is veriﬁed at the time of recruitment.
In FY14, there have been no cases identiﬁed or registered related to child labour.
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Principle 6: The elimination of discrimination in
respect of employment and occupation.
We comply with our corporate guidelines which
outline the elimination of discrimination, this is also
highlighted in our Code of Conduct, which is read
and accepted by all employees on joining the organisation. Our corporate values also highlight this message and the same is reinforced through various
communication channels annually. We will be
deploying SA 8000 in our operations in FY16. Our
well deﬁned systems for recruitment, promotions,
remuneration and training ensures no discriminations occurs in these processes.
In FY14, there have been no cases identiﬁed or
registered related to discrimination.
Principle 7: Businesses should support a precautionary approach to environmental challenges.
We adopt the precautionary principles in all decisions that we take that may have an impact on the
human health and environment associated with the
selection of products, services, operations or plans.
We examine all alternatives and related costs that
NBZOPUCFSFnFDUFEJOUIFJOJUJBMQSJDFJODMVEJOHUIBU
of mitigation of our impacts and seek those that will
have the least impact on human health and the environment.
Principle 8: 6OEFSUBLF JOJUJBUJWFT UP QSPNPUF
greater environmental responsibility.
We at ILT recognize the responsibility to monitor,
manage and reduce our environmental impacts
wherever possible. We have also undertaken
sustainability projects to improve our environmental
performance viz. energy consumption, renewable
energy procurement, energy risk management,
GHG assessment, emission reduction projects,
NBOBHFNFOUPGXBTUFBOEFGnVFOU SFEVDJOHXBUFS
consumption, increasing water recycling percentage, protecting diversity and compliance.
Principle 9: Encourage the development and diffusion of environmentally friendly technologies.
We relentlessly pursue the development of cleaner
production processes that inherently reduce pollution levels and require fewer resources.
Principle 10: Businesses should work against
corruption in all its forms, including extortion and
bribery.
We aim to be respectful of local customs and
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circumstances wherever we operate, while ensuring
that we observe the same high standards of integrity
and business ethics across the world. While engaging
with stakeholders who are spread in different countries, it makes it all the more pertinent that we are
clear about the standards of behaviour we expect
from our directors, ofﬁcers and employees, and
anyone who acts on our behalf.
We have incorporated such principles into our Code
of Conduct and anti-corruption guidelines. Our
whistle blower policy and Code of Conduct outlines
important aspects of accountability and transparency
which enables all employees to voice complaints
internally in a responsible and effective manner when
they discover information which they believe shows
serious malpractices.
As a part of risk assessment, the central audit team
and external agencies conduct audits to ensure our
activities are free from corruption. At present, we
operate at only one location and we have assessed
the risks related to corruption at the same. In FY14,
no cases of corruption was reported. The major risks
identiﬁed were loss of credibility and trust amongst
stakeholders, reputation, brand image as well as
ﬁnancial loss to the company.
As part of our sustainability communications, we have
briefed all our governance body members, employees and business partners on the Code of Conduct
with regards to anti-corruption and human rights.

Our code of conduct clearly states: "I will not seek or
encourage bribes or kickbacks in any form. I will not
deal with a supplier who offers me a bribe to get a
contract awarded." Adherence to the policy is total
and no leniency is shown to a defaulter. Whistle
Blower mechanism aids detection of any departures
from this policy.

POLITICAL
CONTRIBUTIONS
Our Code of Conduct guides us to respect the
government, laws and institutions in the nations
where we operate. While participating in democratic
processes, the Code encourages us to remain apolitical and not to entertain any requests related to representation in elections or request for funds from parties
or sharing of resources or opinion formation. In FY14,
we have not made any political contributions.
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MESSAGE FROM
HUMAN RESOURCES TEAM
“We recognize intrinsic value
in Workforce Diversity”
Our employees are at the heart of our operations
and we work consistently towards building a
culture that empowers our employees, builds
conﬁdence, and creates a positive environment.
We are also building the managerial capacities of
different level of employees including senior management in order to mitigate our risks related to
succession and growth.
Gender equality is a priority in our diversity agenda
and we are working on a number of initiatives to
empower women and help them further their
careers and work towards senior management
positions. We also encourage diversity at the
workplace and encourage those with diverse
skills, backgrounds, experiences and education
levels to work with us. Through our assessment

systems and a well-structured training and development program we encourage our employees to
grown professionally and personally to their highest
capabilities.
Business cannot sustain without engaging its
stakeholders, and we believe that co-creation and
stakeholder engagement go hand in hand. Stakeholder engagement is key to our sustainability
framework, our stakeholder engagement policy
highlights our commitment to integrate the stakeholder engagement into the organisation’s strategy,
operations, management and decision making
process.
Though we have a robust mechanism in place for
both communities and employees, we are in the
process of developing and strengthening stakeholder engagement processes speciﬁc to each
stakeholder group that is inclusive, material and
responsive.
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SOCIAL FOOTPRINT

brings fresh ideas, perspectives and experience
to our business.

Aditya Birla Group (ABG) in Indonesia is among the
most respected global brands, recognized as much
for its global vision and leadership, as it is for its
social responsibility and humane values.

EMPLOYEE DIVERSITY
We recognize that diversity fosters innovation; helps
us to better understand and meet the needs of our
customers. A diverse workforce and Inclusion
creates an environment wherein where in everyone
has the opportunity to grow and deliver value, it
Employee Diversity by Gender

We are therefore, committed to maintaining a
workplace diversity in age, gender and region
and encourages each and every employee to
contribute. We have also adopted the diversity
policy to ensure a workplace that fosters inclusive practices and behaviour. These principles
and policies are supported through goals and
communicated to all employees so that they
understand and relate to these. All our committees are constituted to include both local and
expat employees, men and women ranging from
ages 25 – 60 years of age.
Employee Diversity by Age Group

15

303

390

1,142

1,040
Male

Female

Under 30 years old

30-50 years old

Above 50 years old
Employee Diversity by Region

44

351

155

895
West java

Central java
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East java

others
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EMPLOYMENT
We make efforts to keep our workforce diverse by age, gender and region. Efforts are made to recruit, making
workplace environment conducive for a diverse work force.
New employee hired by gender

New employee hired by age group

104

90

25
11
0
Female

Under 30
years old

Male

30-50
years old

Above 50
years old

Employee hired by region

97

9

West Java

Central Java

5

4

East Java

Others

New employee turnover by gender

Employee turnover by age group

102

98

17

11
2

Female

Under 30
years old

Male

30-50
years old

Employee turnover by region

96

11
3
West Java

Central Java
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East Java

5
Others

Above 50
years old
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ENTRY LEVEL WAGE,
BASIC SALARY AND
REMUNERATION
Regardless of gender, and all other parameters
being equal female employees are paid the same as
men across different employee categories. The ratio
of entry level wage offered to all employees by ILT is
1:1 and is as per government regulations. All
employees gradually grow through a fair evaluation
and promotion program at ILT.

RETURN TO WORK AND
RETENTION RATES

We make work place conditions and environment,
conducive for both for male and female employees
to return to work and continue working, post parental leave.

Orientation

6
6
6

Female

184

Male

0
0
0
161

Total number of employees who returned to work after parental
leave ended who were still employed twelve months after their
return to work
Total number of employees who returned to work after parental
leave ended
Total number of employees that took parental leave
Total number of employees that were entitled to parental leave
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TRAINING & EDUCATION

Empowering our Employees - Skills Management and Career
Development
We have established structured human resource
development programmes like Quality Circles (QC),
5S, Kaizen and Quality of Life (QOL) programmes,
etc. Attending these trainings and contributing is
part of the employee job proﬁle. We integrated
these activities under our unique business excellence framework to align these with our business
needs and key strategies. These have helped us to
develop in our employees a sense of belongingness, teamwork, morale, work area improvement
and self-management skills.
We are continually improving our assessment
systems and workforce planning, our appraisal
process helps us to understand our employee’s
challenges, strengths and areas where they seek
t#FTUFNQMPZFFPGUIFZFBS
t%JMJHFOUBXBSE
t#FTU1.$JSDMFBXBSE
t#FTU2$BXBSET
t#FTUNBDIJOFJNQSPWFNFOU

We have also developed a skill matrix framework to
identify competency levels, skills and qualities of
employees vis-à-vis skills required to improve
on-the-job performance. Based on such mappings, we develop the training calendar for all
employees and ensure their progress in their
career.
Employee recognition is one of the development
tools employed by ILT, this motivates employees to
participate in all organizational and individual level
activities across the organization. Various awards
and recognition scheme includes:

tTBSFBJNQSPWFNFOUBXBSET
t#FTU,BJ[FOUIFNFBXBSET
t#FTUWJTVBMDPOUSPMT
t,BJ[FO4VHHFTUJPOBXBSE
t#FTUBDUJWJUZCPBSEBXBSE

Employee’s performance is being recognized in
various platforms such as general gatherings,
posters at various locations, photos in Aditya
Disha magazine etc. Employees are nominated for
Number of employees who received
regular performance and career
development review by gender

improvement.

chairman’s individual awards in different categories
like young achiever, distinguished achiever, and
exceptional achiever. These awards instil a sense
of achievement and pride in them.
Number of employees who received
regular performance and career
development review by category

865

764

Female

Male

[

86
Staff

Worker

[

187

Gyanodaya- The Aditya Birla Institute of Management Learning was established in
the year 2000 to strengthen the management capabilities of our managers. It
collaborates with some of the best institutions and experts across the world to deliver
quality programmes. Each year we provide varied opportunities to our managers who
successfully complete such programmes and deliver value to our business.
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LIFELONG LEARNING
Strengthening Skills and Carving out Leaders
In FY14, we have conducted 80 employee training
QSPHSBNNFTBOEJOWFTUFE64% UPEFWFMPQ
the skills, careers and leadership potential of our
employees.

Our knowledge sharing culture ensures that those
who have been trained or acquired new knowledge
have the responsibility of sharing the knowledge
with at least 5 co-workers or subordinates through
a knowledge sharing session.

These programmes not only assure lifelong learning but also establishes platform to make progress
in their careers. It offers an extensive range of
online and classroom training courses on leadership, management, and technical and professional
skills.
Employees are also provided training and guidance
on career development and performance improvement. We guide employees on ways to earn regular
income even after retirement from the company.
Employees widely use the Aditya Disha Knowledge
Portal which is our knowledge management centre
for collecting, managing, distributing and sharing
with members. We have a complete library where
employees can access technical, management
books, magazines to enhance their knowledge.

Quality of Life
To “develop able and responsible citizens”
t5IFUSBJOJOHDPVSTFJODMVEFNPSOJOHFYFSDJTF 
religious and spiritual lectures, motivation &
team building exercises and teaching on
good food habits etc.
t5IFPCKFDUJWFPGUIFQSPHSBNJTUPEFWFMPQB
sense of responsibility in employees towards
their job, family, society and improve their
quality of life.
This is a unique program and has brought a
sea change in the employee’s attitude.

A WORLD OF OPPORTUNITIES
Opportunities to Enhance Career

Opportunities to be rewarded and Recognised

q(12 (MSDQM@K1DBQTHSLDMS2XRSDL
q"@QDDQ,NUDLDMSR@RODQNQF@MHY@SHNM@KMDDCR@MC
performance
q3@KDMS,NAHKHSX
q"@QDDQ,@M@FDLDMS2DQUHBDR

q SSQ@BSHUD"NLODMR@SHNM/QNFQ@LR
q5@QH@AKD/@X@MC+NMF3DQL!DMDjS/QNFQ@LR
q/1(#$/DQENQL@MBD V@QCR
q CHSX@!HQK@ V@QCRENQ.TSRS@MCHMF BGHDUDLDMS
q2SQDSBG RRHFMLDMSR@MC3@RJ%NQBDR
q4MHS+DUDK!TRHMDRR+DUDK1DBNFMHSHNM/QNFQ@LR

Opportunities to Learn & Develop

q&X@MNC@X@ 3GD CHSX@!HQK@(MRSHSTSDNE,@M@FDLDMS
+D@QMHMF
q(MCHUHCT@K+D@QMHMF/K@MR
q+D@CDQRGHO#DUDKNOLDMS/QNFQ@LR
q%TMBSHNM@K3Q@HMHMF/QNFQ@LR
q"NMSHMTHMF$CTB@SHNM
q$ +D@QMHMF
q1NATRS3Q@HMHMF/QNBDRRDR@SKNB@KKDUDKR
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Opportunities to Lead an Enriched Life

q0T@KHSXNE+HED (LOQNUDCE@BHKHSHDR@S4MHSR GNROHS@KR 
q!DMDjSR ,DCHB@K(MRTQ@MBD -HRBGHMS ADMDjSOK@MHM
case of death in service, etc.
q$CTB@SHNMENQ"GHKCQDM@MC2BGNK@QRGHOR
q6DKKMDRRHMHSH@SHUDR  !&$LDQFDMBX'DKOKHMD
q2@AA@SHB@KR
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Training Hours And Topics Covered
4.77
1.47

Male

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
ILT has laid clear policies for employee’s beneﬁts
and compensation. While we operate in a cross
cultural environment, there is no discrimination in
terms of work system, promotions, career development and recognitions.

Female

Technical
t5FDIOJDBM5SBJOJOHSFGSFTIJOHTLJMMT
Management
t.PUJWBUJPO %JTDJQMJOF "UUJUVEF)VNBO
Relation.
t7JTJPO .JTTJPO7BMVFT
t4VTUBJOBCJMJUZ"XBSFOFTT
t5PPMT1SPCMFN4PMWJOH
t5FBN#VJMEJOH
Participate Management
t4
t0OF1PJOU-FTTPO8IZXIZ"OBMZTJT
t8$. .6%"-PTT*EFOUJmDBUJPO
t2VBMJUZ$POUSPM$JSDMF
t,BJ[FO
Environment & Safety
t&OWJSPONFOU"XBSFOFTT*40
t)ZHJFOF )FBMUI4BGFUZ 0)4"4
t8BTUF.BOBHFNFOU
t'JSF'JHIUJOH &NFSHFODZ)BOEMJOH
Evacuation
t'JSTU"JE
Others
t$PODFQUPG2VBMJUZ*40
t1SFWFOUJWF4UFQTUP"WPJE.BSLFU$PNQMBJOU
t&YUFSOBM*OUFSOBM$VTUPNFS4BUJTGBDUJPO
t*OUFHSBUFE.BOBHFSJBM-FBEFSTIJQ
t.BOBHJOH#FUUFS
t-FBEFSTIJQ$PNQFUFODZ%FWFMPQNFOU
t5SBJOUIF5SBJOFSi&OBCMPO4VTUBJOBCJMJUZw
t1SPHSBNNFTBU(ZBOPEBZB
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BPJS KETENAGAKERJAAN
- EMPLOYMENT
INSURANCE
We provide insurance to our employees which
cover life insurance, accident insurance & pension
insurance.
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BPJS KESEHATANMEDICAL INSURANCE

t5IFDPNQBOZSVOTBDBOUFFOPOBIPVSCBTJT
and provides meals to its employees.

FESTIVAL BONUS

t5IFDPNQBOZQSPWJEFTUSBOTQPSUBUJPOGBDJMJUZUP
the employees. Company also makes arrangements for long distance transportation during
Id-ul-Fitri for enabling its employees to visit their
home town which otherwise is very difﬁcult
during a festival season like Id-ul-Fitri.

We provide one month basic salary as bonus for
Eid.

t 5IF DPNQBOZ BSSBOHFT GPS BOOVBM QJDOJDT BOE
sport events for its employees.

We provide medical insurance for employees
covering in patient & outpatient expenditure.

CONTRIBUTION &
LONG TERM BENEFIT
PLAN
Provisions are made for retirement beneﬁts,
pension plans, contribution plans and contribution
to medical and social security. The liabilities will be
discharged through trust fund receipts and no
direct impact is envisaged on the organization’s
general resources.
Beneﬁt

Beneﬁt amount

Contribution
to Social
Security

4.5% for Medical Health Insurance
0.89% for Accident Insurance
3.70% for Retirement Pension
0.30% for Death

Retirement
Beneﬁt

Education
Scholarship

Severance Pay equivalent to
18 months salary.
Gratuity- 10 months salary
15% of above for ﬁxed allowance
for other maintenance
80% to the educational fees
(Max Rph. 5.6 Mln /month,
Pratibha scholarship for
management cadre employees

In addition to employment beneﬁts, the company also provides the following beneﬁts to
its employees:
t5IFDPNQBOZJTPQFSBUJOHBNFEJDBMDMJOJDJOUIF
factory campus along with a dispensary which
provides medical aid to the employees.
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t "QBSU GSPN UIF TUBUVUPSZ CPOVT  UIF DPNQBOZ
also pays production linked bonus to eligible
employees.
t 5IF DPNQBOZ DPOUSJCVUFT UP TPDJBM TFDVSJUZ
needs of the employees that takes care of their
medical needs, gratuity etc.
t5IFDPNQBOZQSPWJEFTFEVDBUJPOBMTDIPMBSTIJQ
to employees who want to study further
(equivalent to 75% of the educational fees)
All permanent and contractual employees enjoy all
the stated beneﬁts with the exception of retirement beneﬁts offered exclusively to permanent
employees.

SENIOR MANAGEMENT
HIRING
Our belief in inclusive growth and diverse workforce helps us identify individuals with required skill
sets from our area of operations to be a part of our
management and contribute to our growth in the
cross cultural environment we operate in. We have
implemented programmes to build capacity
amongst identiﬁed potential leaders for senior
management roles.

RESPONSIBLE STEWARDSHIP

EMPLOYEE
ENGAGEMENT
Communication is Key to
Employee Engagement
tOpen and regular communication is fundamental
to employee engagement.
t8FVTFJOUFSOBMFOHBHFNFOUQSPDFTTTVDIBTDPNmunication sessions, workshops, seminars & training, employee appraisal, employee committees,
cultural events, newsletters, intranet and email
contact.
t5IFFOHBHFNFOUFYQMPSFTJOOPWBUJWFJEFBTJORVBMity, environment, health and safety, production,
grievances and helps to address challenges.
t #FTJEFT  XF IBWF PVS BOOVBM HSPVQXJEF QFPQMF
survey that helps us to assess engagement levels
and identify opportunities to improve ways of working and support employees to do their best.
t8FBQQMZUIFi0QFO%PPS1PMJDZwBU*-5UPFOTVSF
that the employees can share any issue at work
and outside of work with their managers, customers, suppliers and authorities.
t*-5BDLOPXMFEHFTUIBUDSFBUJOHBOPQFO FOWJSPOment of continuous communication is vital in maintaining motivation and efﬁciency levels of its
employees.
t*OPSEFSUIBUXFNBZPWFSDPNFBMMMBOHVBHFCBSSJFST
all announcements and communication is done in
both Bahasa as well as English.
t We also engage with our employees as required
and discuss on-the-job performance, personal
concerns and organization growth through various
ways. We conduct an employee satisfaction survey
at the management level known as “Organization
Health Survey (OHS)” to get an independent feedback and to identify improvement initiatives.
t&mployee satisfaction survey (ESS) is carried out
GPSTIPQnPPSFNQMPZFFTBOEEFUBJMFEBDUJPOQMBOT
are made to improve employee satisfaction.
t8FBMTPDBSSZPVUBOJOUFSOBMDVTUPNFSTBUJTGBDUJPO
survey, which is used as feedback within the organization to improve the work processes.
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t8FBMTPJOWJUFMPDBMTGPSUFBNCVJMEJOHFYFSDJTFT 
internal sports days and get togethers.
tThe Business Commissioner directly communicates with anagement staff bi-annually on performance, industry challenges for overseas spinning business performance as well as other businesses like domestic textiles & acrylic ﬁber in the
sector.

LABOUR MANAGEMENT
RELATIONS
To improve labour management relations, we
adopt open door policy which allows for free and
fair discussions on issues such as health and
safety, terms and conditions of health and safety
and other speciﬁc concerns. However formal
agreements with trade unions do not cover health
& safety topics. Total 98% of employees are
covered by collective bargaining agreements.
The workers have the freedom to join a union of
their choice. The representative committee
consists of both union members and members of
the workforce, its purpose is to facilitate
co-operation and reach a consensus between
employer and employee unions regarding working
terms and conditions. The agreed terms and
conditions are contained within a collective
bargaining agreement that the business must
adopt and adhere to. While minimum notice period
of 30 days relating to operational changes is not
speciﬁed in the collective bargaining agreements,
we communicate such operational changes prior
to its occurrence during our employee meetings.

RESPONSIBLE STEWARDSHIP

OCCUPATIONAL
HEALTH & SAFETY
“Our strategy is designed to tackle the root causes of major
incidents and to create a mature safety culture across the company.”
OHSAS 18001 based management system is
deployed to ensure adherence to continual improvement and total employee involvement in addressing
the challenges of safety and occupational health. Our
employees are represented in health and safety committees and continually monitor working conditions at
our facilities and report any issues to management.
We have a fully equipped health care unit within our
premises. In order to improve OHS performance and
to ensure participation of employees, programmes
such as suggestion development and improvement
system have been deployed.
Conscious efforts are made to go beyond compliance
and follow best industry practice. Employees are
encouraged to use grievance and whistle blower
mechanisms to bring forward actions and conditions
that negatively impact safety and occupational health.
We conduct OHS aspect and impact analysis once a
year to identify the areas of concerns and improvement. We have established a risk assessment framework to understand the risks associated in each
operation, based on these ﬁndings, improvement

measures are implemented. These assessments
are conducted once in 6 months by both internal
& external agency. Basic condition evaluation
(BCE) is being audited internally on a quarterly
basis for continual improvement on health &
safety parameters.
We are continuously encouraging employees to
use safety equipment (PPEs) and follow the safety
guidelines that are reinforced through trainings
and through visual media at various locations
throughout the plant.
We are committed to preventing accidental
losses of any of our resources, including employees and physical assets, loss of life, and damage
to property in our surroundings.
We have reviewed our safety policy and the management systems, in the reporting year, and
updated the same.
At ILT, we have formed a health and safety committee comprising 16 members with 30% worker
representation:

S.No

Name

Dept

Role

1

Mr. Bala Sundaram

Technical

Advisor

2

Mr. Saji George

Engg

Advisor



.S14.BOHBU

&OHH 6UJMJUJFT 

"EWJTPS

4

Mr. Lambok Sidabutar

Personnel

Coordinator –Safety team

5

Mr. Sarwan

Godown

Asst.coordinator

6

Ms. Anita Octaviani

WCM

Safety report preparation.

7

Mr. Syawal Riyanto

AC

Socialization with employees (Trg)

8

Mr. Fitri Fathruki

Godown

Fire hydrant tools

9

Mr. Adriansyah

Prod-m4

Safety gadgets – m4

10

Mr. Amirudin

Prod-m3

Safety gadgets – m3

11

Mr. Didin Komarudin

Prod-m1

Safety gadgets – m1

12

Mr. A. Sibiyan

Packing - m1- 2

Safety gadgets – m2

13

Mr. Herdiana

Personnel

Controller for safety team



.S,BNBM

&OHH 6UJMJUJFT 

4BGFUZTZTUFNNPOJUPS

15

Mr. Ade Suhendi

Maintenance

Fire hydrant tools

16

Mr. Karjito

Electric

Safety gadgets – Engineering
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RESPONSIBLE STEWARDSHIP

In FY 13 and subsequently in FY 14, a number of
projects were undertaken to sustain zero accident
by identiﬁcation of near miss incidents such as
installation of ﬁre alarm system at dormitories.

further deploy programmes to improve Environment, Health and Safety performance in operations.
Type of injury & injury rate of
employees

There are no cases of workers who are involved in
occupational activities with high incidence or high
risk of exposure to diseases.
We are still in the process of strengthening our risk
analysis frameworks, incident reporting and
management of key risks including rolling out of
EHS programmes and projects so that we improve
our performance on injury rates, lost day rates,
absentee rates and Minor/LTI rates for our
employees and contractors.

Injury Rate (<24 Hrs)
Absentee Rate (1-3 days)
Lost Day Rate (>3 days)
7.31
6.1

2.58

In FY14 EHS audit (OHSAS 18001, ISO 14001) was
conducted by third party agency and no major
non-conformance was identiﬁed. Safety audit was
also conducted and based on the ﬁndings
necessary corrective actions were taken.

1.32

1.32
0.65

In FY14, we provided 2,424 hours of training on
occupational health & safety for total of 1,212
number of employees.

ANTI-COMPETITIVE
BEHAVIOUR, ANTI-TRUST

Presently we do not supervise our contractors and
conduct audits for assessing their occupational
health and safety systems or hand hold them to
improve the same. In the next two years, we will

There have been no disputes, sanctions or ﬁnes for
any form of non-compliance with laws and regulations related to anti competitive and anti trust.
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STAKEHOLDER
ENGAGEMENT

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
OUR MISSION IS “TO CREATE VALUE FOR
ALL STAKEHOLDERS”
We have identiﬁed our stakeholders who are
impacted by our business based on peer review,
EFQUIPGJOUFSBDUJPOBOEJOnVFODFPOUIFPSHBOJ[Btion. We consider stakeholder engagement as an
integral part of our business. In order to fulﬁl this
mission we have identiﬁed the value drivers for all
PVS TUBLFIPMEFST 6OEFSTUBOEJOH TUBLFIPMEFS
concerns and expectations, enables us to partner
with them effectively, co create and share value.
To ensure this, we have taken cognizance of our
stakeholder concerns and prioritised issues that
were material and incorporated this knowledge to
drive innovations, solutions and create value. We

Planning:
Identify
stakeholders &
their interests

Determine
effectiveness of
engagement

Engaging with
stakeholders

Make well
informed
decisions

have tried to address sustainability concerns
expressed through strengthening our engagement
platforms and integrating the same into our business strategy thus protecting our social license to
operate and enhancing our reputation as a responsible organization.
We are aware that certain barriers to effective
stakeholder engagement still exist including a lack
of skill in some cases, strategy and process. To
avoid some of these common pitfalls, we are in the
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process of developing deeper engagement plans
and processes with each of our stakeholder groups
Our current stakeholder interactions are need
based, these interactions are also used to take on
board their views, identify potential risks, trends
and opportunities. In FY 14, we have had sixty-six
stakeholder meetings.

We plan to improve , widen, strengthen and
deepen
our
stakeholder
engagement
platforms in the coming years.

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT

Following were the mode of communications and stakeholders concerns addressed in the
reporting period:
Stakeholders

Mode of communication,
Frequency of meeting

Concerns raised and resolved

Suppliers

Emails, phone calls, one-on-one
meetings. Ongoing

Payment terms, new business

Customers

Emails, phone calls, one-on-one
meetings. Ongoing

Timely delivery, product quality,
value-added products

Employees

Emails, phone calls, one-on-one
meetings. Ongoing

Increments, promotions, amenities,
work satisfaction, safety, training

Local community

One on one meetings

Employment for locals, expansion of CSR
activities, environmental impacts

Banker

Emails, phone calls, one-on-one
meetings. Ongoing

New loan offtake

To further strengthen the stakeholder engagement, we have developed and began deploying the stakeholder engagement processes as below:
Stakeholder Group

Concerns

Engagement Mode

Customers







t5JNFMZ%FMJWFSZ
t2VBMJUZ
t1SJDJOH
t1PTU4BMFT4VQQPSU
t1SPEVDU3FMBUFE$FSUJmDBUJPOT
t&)4.BOBHFNFOU4ZTUFNT



t$VTUPNFSGFFECBDL
t$VTUPNFS4BUJTGBDUJPO4VSWFZ
t1IPOFDBMMT &NBJMTBOE.FFUJOHT
t4JHOFE$POUSBDUT
t&YIJCJUJPOT &WFOUT
t$VTUPNFS7JTJUT
t8FCTJUFT

Employees& Labour Unions







t'BJS8BHFTBOE3FXBSET
t8PSLMJGF#BMBODF
t5SBJOJOH4LJMM%FWFMPQNFOU
t$BSFFS(SPXUI
t0DDVQBUJPOBM)FBMUIBOE4BGFUZ
t+PC4FDVSJUZ
t5SBOTQBSFOU$PNNVOJDBUJPO

t&NBJMTBOE.FFUJOHT
t*OUSBOFU1PSUBMT
t&NQMPZFF4BUJTGBDUJPO4VSWFZT
t&NQMPZFF4BUJTGBDUJPO4VSWFZT
t5SBJOJOH1SPHSBNNFT
t1FSGPSNBODF"QQSBJTBM3FWJFXT
t(SJFWBODF3FESFTTBM.FDIBOJTNT

Suppliers






t5JNFMZ1BZNFOU
t$POUJOVJUZPG0SEFST
t$BQBDJUZ#VJMEJOH
t5SBOTQBSFODZ





t&NBJMTBOE.FFUJOHT
t7FOEPS"TTFTTNFOU3FWJFX
t4VQQMJFS"VEJUT
t4JHOFE$POUSBDUT
t5SBJOJOH8PSLTIPQTBOE4FNJOBST
t4PDJBM(BUIFSJOHT

Communities





t-PDBM&NQMPZNFOU
t&OWJSPONFOUBM1PMMVUJPO$POUSPM
t*OGSBTUSVDUVSF%FWFMPQNFOU
t5SBJOJOH-JWFMJIPPE1SPHSBNNFT
t1BSUJDJQBUJPOJO4PDJBM4FSWJDFT

t5SBJOJOH8PSLTIPQT
t3FHVMBS.FFUJOHT
t/FFE"TTFTTNFOU4BUJTGBDUJPO4VSWFZT
t$433FQPSUT

Investors& Shareholders





t4VTUBJOBCMF(SPXUI3FUVSOT
t3JTL.BOBHFNFOU
t$PSQPSBUF(PWFSOBODF
t.BSLFU4IBSF
t0QFSBUJPOBM1FSGPSNBODF

t#PBSE.FFUJOHT
t"OOVBM3FQPSUT
t8FCTJUF
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STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT

Stakeholder Group

Concerns

Engagement Mode

Governments & Regulatory 
Bodies




t5BYBOE3PZBMUJFT
t$PNQMJBODF
t&NQMPZNFOU
t1PMMVUJPO1SFWFOUJPO
t-PDBM&DPOPNZ(SPXUI

t"OOVBM3FQPSUT
t$PNNVOJDBUJPOXJUI3FHVMBUPSZ#PEJFT
t'PSNBM%JBMPHVFT

Media




t$PNNVOJUZ3FMBUJPOT
t8PSLQMBDF4BGFUZBOE8FMMCFJOH





t4PDJBM.FEJB
t1SFTT3FMFBTFT
t*OUFSWJFXT
t8FCTJUF

PROCUREMENT PRACTICES
We always prefer sourcing of raw materials and
equipment locally, provided that the product or
equipments meets the desired technical speciﬁcation. We import in exceptional circumstances,
wherein our expectations or the customer’s requirements are not being satisﬁed. This way we ensure
that our major spending on sourcing is distributed
within the country thereby contributing to the
economic growth.
Percentage Of Local Procurement Spending
91.57%

8.43%

Local

Outside

MESSAGE FROM
FINANCE TEAM
Delivering optimum value
To stakeholders
Performance of key economic, social and environmental indicators are now being monitored and managed
on a monthly basis, we have achieved a standardization of information related to sustainability and established a board reporting process. In addition to ﬁnancial growth, we also strive to achieve resource
efﬁciency resulting in ﬁnancial savings, this forms a
fundamental part of our operational excellence.
The inclusion of sustainability criteria in risk identiﬁcation has also brought to the forefront climate change one that we understand can have signiﬁcant ﬁnancial
implications if not addressed proactively, we are now
exploring alternatives to coal, and ways to mitigate our
environmental footprint.
We have also started capturing and monitoring expenditures incurred towards environmental protection,
transportation and business travels, we are also setting
aside funds towards investments in new projects and
improving our environmental performance. A project
evaluation matrix that integrates sustainability aspects
for categories and stages of projects is being developed which would be beneﬁcial during evaluation of all
potential investments going forward.
We aim to strengthen our ﬁnancial performance and at
same time want to focus on improving the livelihoods
of communities within which we operate.
We strive to set an example in responsible growth,
enabling us to deliver long term sustainable value.
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STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT

DELIVERING ECONOMIC
VALUE
Leveraging sustainability to increase our value proposition
We quantify and analyse the economic value we
add ﬁrst and foremost to our shareholders, subsequently our internal stakeholders (i.e. its employ-

ees), and then to our external stakeholders, our
customers, suppliers and the broader economic
community.

DIRECT ECONOMIC VALUE GENERATED AND DISTRIBUTED (IN USD)
KPIs

FY13

FY14

Economic Value Generated
Revenues

112,726,230

123,261,357

95,515,659

104,280,880

6,229,745

7,152,012

Economic Value Distributed
Operating Costs
Employee Wages and Beneﬁts
Community Investments

0

Payments to Providers of Capital

0
Finance Cost

1,867,219

1,806,932

Dividend

1,462,500

195000

Payments to Government (by country)

0
Corporate Tax
Dividend Distribution Tax

-

-

234,000

31200

131,283

0

Financial Assistance Received from Government
Subsidies

INDIRECT ECONOMIC IMPACTS
The company has been established and managed
from its current location in the Karawang province
for over 36 years and enjoys a long standing
relationship with its stakeholders including its
suppliers. Most of our input materials are sourced
locally, local purchase accounts for 92% of our total
purchases.

Apart from above employment related beneﬁts, Company is also taking various initiatives which beneﬁts the
community such as:
t$POUSJCVUJPOUPTQPSUTDFOUSFT5IF$PNQBOZIBT
contributed to the construction of a volleyball court.

Our suppliers can be segmented into the following:

t.PTRVFSFOPWBUJPOBOENBJOUFOBODF5IF$PNpany has contributed to the maintenance and
development of a mosque.

t-BSHFDPSQPSBUFWJ[mCSFBOENBDIJOFSZ

t$POTUSVDUJPOPGNPTRVF5IF$PNQBOZIBT
contributed towards construction of a mosque.

t4NBMMTDBMFJOEVTUSJFTWJ[QBDLJOHNBUFSJBM
t*OEJWJEVBMFOUSFQSFOFVSTWJ[USBOTQPSUFST 
contractors and basic goods. All these factors
have led to employment generation in the region.
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t%FWFMPQNFOUPGUIFWJMMBHFIFBEPGmDF5IF$PNpany has contributed for renovation of the village
head ofﬁce in the reporting period.
All community initiatives have been undertaken in the
vicinity of the unit.

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT

8F IBWF JOWFTUFE 64  BT JOLJOE DPOUSJCVUJPO UPXBSET EFWFMPQJOH JOGSBTUSVDUVSF TVDI BT VUJMJUJFT 
sports centre in Pinayungan, Telukjambe and Karawang which created positive impacts.
Type of infrastructure
development and
services

Brief Description

Number of
affected
participants

Impacts

Utilities

Carried out renovation of
Pinayungan village’s head
ofﬁce renovation and painting

46,000

Achieving the company's mission
for providing superior value to
the society and strengthen
relationships with community
leaders around the company

1200

Improvement in facility for
school children

Provided material for the
construction building of
mosque, Jambe Village.
Development and
maintenance of mosque Village Telukjambe
Contribution for crematorium
maintenance - Village
Telukjambe
Sports centers

Provided building materials to
build a volleyball court
for elementary school
Provided a set of volleyball
(Net & Ball) kit to elementary
school in Pinayungan,
TelukJambe, Karawang

LOCAL EMPLOYMENT
We encourage and work towards providing
employment to people from local and surrounding
community. Today we have a workforce of 1,445
employees, out of which 80% of the employees are
from the surrounding community.
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We outsource services like security, fabrication,
gardening, cleaning, and few maintenance jobs.
The company as a policy has given priority to the
neighbouring industries and establishments while
exploring agencies for these services.

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT

ENVIRONMENTAL EXPENDITURES
Measuring expenditure on environmental compliance, prevention and mitigation today will result in
better evaluation and investments in cleaner and
greener technologies and products.
We monitor environmental expenditure towards:
t1FSTPOOFMPOTJUFGPSNBOBHFNFOUPGFOWJSPOmental activities
t0QFSBUJPONBJOUFOBODFPGUSFBUNFOUFRVJQment and waste management
t&OWJSPONFOUBMUSBJOJOHT
t0QFSBUJOHDPTUTVDIBTQFSNJUBQQMJDBUJPOT 
environmental consultants etc.
t.FBTVSFTXIFOPQFSBUJPOTBSFEJTDPOUJOVFE
Our total environmental expenditure accounted for
64% JO

SUPPLIERS
Supply Chain – Our Pillar of
Strength
With an extensive global supply chain, there is a risk
that some suppliers or subcontractors might not
meet or comply with rules and regulations
pertaining to the environment, working conditions
and human rights. We take utmost care while
screening new & existing suppliers.
Our supply chain and procurement policy has been
reviewed in the reporting period , it has helped us
identify sustainability issues that need to be
considered while evaluating new and existing
suppliers. During the reporting period, we have
JODMVEFE TVTUBJOBCJMJUZ DSJUFSJB JO UIF ASFRVFTU GPS
quotation’ (RFQ) process.
We also recognize our dependency on the our key
suppliers to meet quality expectations as also their
TQIFSFPGJOnVFODF SJTLTBOEBCJMJUZUPJNQBDUUIF
value chain in the long term. During the reporting
period, we conducted a vendor evaluation survey
and provided a rating based on criteria including
quality delivery, reliability and timeliness. The main
focus of this e-survey is to make suppliers aware
about quality expectations, understanding the
management practices being followed at suppliers
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end. Our training sessions, supplier day events and
brieﬁngs aim to build knowledge and commitment
among our suppliers.
We plan to increase the number of structured
engagements with our supply chain on
TVTUBJOBCJMJUZ DPODFSOT  XIFSF QPTTJCMF  JOnVFODF
their behaviour and continue to work with suppliers
that use more sustainable business practices.
We have adopted sustainability criteria according
to the level of risk associated with speciﬁc business
contracts. In FY15, we will initiate the screening of
new and existing suppliers using such criteria,
analyse their performance on these counts, and
create an action plan for improvement in areas of
concern.

COMMUNITIES
Smiles all around
Our social responsibility has a direct synergy withour business goals. At present, we have operations at only one location and we are engaging with
local community in the vicinity.
We are an integral part of the region we operate in
and wish to contribute signiﬁcantly to its economy.
Positive social impacts are generated as close to
95% of all recruitment is local resulting in job security and localised growth, the company also gives
priority to local people during recruitment.
Our operations draw large quantities of energy,
water and raw materials, and generate emissions
and substantial waste streams. Our operations
impact is also felt indirectly, such as volumes of
trafﬁc from inbound and outbound logistics. In
response to these issues, our factories have taken
necessary precautionary measures, we have certiﬁed environmental management systems in place
to continually improve and minimise our impacts
on environment, health & safety and society.
There has not been any complaint from the community regarding our operations during the reporting period.

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT

MEETINGS & GREETINGS

Community Interaction and Satisfaction
The key communities are identiﬁed and needs are
systematically identiﬁed through interaction with
the leading community members, community
satisfaction surveys and the informal meetings that
we have with the society.
The engagement forum serves as a common
platform for sharing each other’s concerns and for
identifying the real needs of the community. The
company encourages employee participation in
these activities and provides necessary resources;
our top management attends such community
meets along with local coordinators and makes
on-the-spot commitment to community needs
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wherever possible.
We have undertaken a number of community
actions in PinayunganTelukJambe. This is further
highlighted under the Indirect Economic Impacts
section.
A social satisfaction survey is carried out every
year. In FY 14, our social satisfaction index was
92%. The survey ﬁndings are reviewed at the highest level and appropriate steps are taken to
increase the satisfaction index in the identiﬁed
areas.

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT

MESSAGE FROM
MARKETING
Our vision is “to provide better, safer & environment
friendly product to our customers”. We operate in
over 50 countries worldwide, compete with different competitors in different markets, work with
more than 1000 customers having different end
uses, using different kinds of machines and other
complexities.
Customer centricity is our motto - due to excellent
customer service, customization of products
through our wide range of specialty yarns and
superior customer connect. Since 2013, our global
market share has been maintained, though international trade has increased.
Our sustainability drive has added certain nuances
to our advertising, marketing and product development strategy. We have already initiated the
process of reviewing our marketing communications manual in keeping with the International
Chamber of Commerce (ICC) code on advertising
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practices. Our manuals would be reviewed to
imbibe ethical guidelines that are self – regulatory
from the Code thus minimising the need for legislative and regulatory restrictions, and enabling us to
follow best practices in advertising.
Our customer satisfaction survey forms has been
reviewed to include sustainability criteria which will
include feedback from customer on critical issues
and also help us improve our performances.
Our R&D has been sensitised on sustainability
issues and are proactively addressing these
concerns through new product developments that
are customer and environment friendly, having
minimal impacts. This effort would be augmented
by R&D which would include training for identiﬁcation of environment friendly products.

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT

PRODUCTS
All our products are OKEO-TEX certiﬁed and
comply with product health and safety regulatory
requirements in almost all countries of exports and
showcase our global good practice of product
stewardship.
We work to keep pace with changing customer
requirements and expectations. We have adopted a
methodology for technology evaluation by which
customer requirement is captured, information is
collected from technology suppliers, technical information is gathered from group units and technical
evaluation is completed with pay back calculation.

CUSTOMER IS KING
As a responsible citizen, we strive to be the customers business partner of choice. We are committed to
fulﬁlling the present needs and anticipating the
unmet needs of our customers. Our customer
relationship management is process driven and is
focused at creating higher value for customers. We
practice ethical business principles in all customers
transactions and support our customers through
technical insights.
Our customer service team members visit and
engage with customers regularly. We have unique
NPEFMPGJOGPSNBUJPOnPXTXJUIDVTUPNFSTUIBUBJE
in improving end-product quality through various
trials for value added products.
We believe in walking the talk and letting our
customers witness our work ﬁrst hand. We organize
regular plant visits for our customers to demonstrate
our high standards of operation and systems management and strong quality commitment.

Sectoral developments and both national and international regulations are also closely followed, these
inputs are analyzed and become the driving force
for product and quality improvement, customization
of products, and value added product development.
We also use system of QFD (Quality Function
Deployment), to translate the customer’s voice into
production speciﬁcation.
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PRODUCT INFORMATION

CUSTOMER
SATISFACTION
Customers are always encouraged to give a
feedback on the product quality or service, not only
to the marketing & customer satisfaction (CTS)
team, but also to the CEO directly.
The customer satisfaction conducted by ILT has
helped us to greatly improve our performance on
various aspects. We have redesigned the customer
satisfaction form and included product health and
TBGFUZ QFSGPSNBODF JOEJDBUPST JODMVEJOH AJO VTF
stage. In FY14, Customer satisfaction survey score
was 8.30 in scale of 1-10.
ILT fared better than its competitors on various
attributes including its service quality, its technical
team works closely with its customers to address
their difﬁculties. Inputs from customers’ has played
a signiﬁcant role in developing or innovating new
products, the R&D team allows us to offer high
quality products suiting market and customer
needs.
Our customer engagement
deepened through:

process

has

1. Establishing the CoE (Center of Excellence) for
sample development & market seeding
2. Enhancing production capability & capacity
expansion
3. Realignment of the marketing organization –
value added & specialty focus, new users and
new uses
4. Introduction of specialty yarns.
5. Increased visibility through trade fair
participation & customer meets
6. Working with strategic supplier & downstream
value chain: Creating pull from Brand & Retail
7. Branding opportunities
8. Strengthening MIS for improved tracking of
customer activities.
We constantly encourage our customers to provide
feedback through mail exchanges, meetings,
phone calls, satisfaction surveys.
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Although as a responsible procurer, we track the
sourcing of our input materials, however we do not
provide information related to its use and disposal
as our products are intermediary in nature and are
not offered directly to the end users.
We provide information related to certiﬁcations,
yarn count, blend percentage, ply of yarn,
payment/ price, packing details, usages, quality
speciﬁcation and any other details as desired by the
customer.
We also provide necessary information on safe
handling of products. During the reporting period,
there were no cases registered related to
non-compliance concerning product information
and labelling or provision and use of products.

CUSTOMER PRIVACY
Customer privacy and security is a vital part of our
responsibility to customers and essential to our
relationship.
Our customers trust us with their personal
information and their privacy. Protecting that
information and respecting their privacy is
fundamental to maintaining their trust. Our privacy
rules include conﬁdentiality of personal information
and preferences of customers.
We are in the process of developing a framework to
further strengthen processes to protect customer
privacy. We have had no violations to customer
privacy in FY14.

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT

CUSTOMER HEALTH AND SAFETY

Marketed under the brand ABY, ILT produces
different types of yarn including commodity and
specialty yarn for high-end applications and health
and safety impacts of our products are of concern
to us.
Our yarn is Oeko-Tex Class-1 certiﬁed; Oeko-Tex
examines all stages of production and tests for
harmful substances used in production systems to
ensure customer safety.
Since 2005, the products of ILT pass Category-1
conformity tests and their certiﬁcates are renewed.
In FY14, there were no incidents on
non-compliance with regulations and voluntary
codes concerning health and safety impacts of
products and services.
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WE FOLLOW GOOD
PRACTICES IN ADVERTISING
AND MARKETING
COMMUNICATIONS
To demonstrate responsibility and good practice in
commercial communications we have developed and
adopted guidelines on responsible advertising and
communications in line with principles of International
Chamber of Commerce. Such self-regulation enables
us to create, enhance and preserve consumer trust
and conﬁdence in the business communities.
In FY14, there were no incidents or cases related to
marketing communications including advertising,
sponsorship or promotion.

PAVING THE PATH
FOR FUTURE
PROOFING

PAVING THE PATH FOR FUTURE PROOFING

PAVING THE PATH FOR
FUTURE PROOFING
Global Mega Trends Impacting Our Business
The fashion industry spans across industries such
as agriculture, petroleum, forestry products, ICT,
manufacturing, retail, servicing and maintenance
and waste management. As we look ahead over
the next 15 years, we see developments in
demographics, climate change and availability of
resources and input materials, that exert pressures
on society and economy with material impact on
our business.

DEMOGRAPHIC CHANGE
By the year 2025, it is likely that there will be
another billion people living on our planet, with
global population growing from 6.9 billion to reach
 CJMMJPO "DDPSEJOH UP UIF 6OJUFE /BUJPOT  UIF
population in less developed countries is projected
to rise from 5.4 billion in 2007 to 6.7 billion in 2025.
In contrast, the population of the developed world
could decline but for the projected net migration
from developing to developed countries, which is
expected to average 2.3 million persons a year after
2010. Technological advances that rely less on
human intervention will become the norm.
The global challenges we’ve seen in the last 2
decades, the rising oil prices, climate change, the
access to the internet, rising labour costs, supply
chain risks have impacted the textile and apparel
industry in a variety of ways including the costs of
conducting business, regulatory compliances and
changing customer preferences.
Demographic changes are certain, the proportion
of older people is projected to more than double
worldwide over the next half century. By 2025 over
PGUIFQPQVMBUJPOTPGUIF&6 64" 3VTTJBBOE
China will be over 60 years of age, countries like
India enjoy a positive demographic dividend with
61% of the population below 32 years of age1. The
1. Fashion Futures 2025; Global scenarios for a sustainable fashion
industry
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clothing industry will face variety of challenges, in
consequence, for example: competition for
diminishing resources in a crowded world;
increased customisation leading to a splintering of
markets.
"T HMPCBM JOnVFODFT TIBQF GBTIJPO  BOE DMPUIJOH
retailers and e-tailers leverage brand value to
expand markets beyond age groups, fashion is
becoming more homogenised. The fashion and
preferences for clothing are becoming increasingly
similar in the connected worldwide, thanks to
web-centralized patterns, ideas, social networking
and a love of global brands. Online tracking
systems are increasingly used to promote
transparency in supply chains. Sustainable and
responsible consumption will start becoming the
norm, resource scarcity will encourage vintage
clothing retailers, re-cycling of garments and
recovery of precious materials or energy at
disposal.
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SUSTAINABLE
CONSUMPTION
Consumer behavior plays a major part in the
sustainability of textiles, for example in the amount
of energy and water used in clothing care. Will
global consumers care about social and environmental factors when they buy their clothes, and will
businesses take the opportunity to make these
choices easy for consumers to make?
Clothing care is relatively easy in nations or regions
with renewable energy and secure water supplies.
New solutions are emerging in other places, for
example clothes cleaning services provided by
retailers, which achieve cost-savings through scale,
or coatings that reduce the need for washing and
ironing – although no way of recycling clothing with
such coatings has been identiﬁed. Waterless washing machines are a staple of every household in
areas experiencing water shortages; cheap versions
have been manufactured and popularized by local
brands in India and China.
Sophisticated
bio-synthetics
and
disposal
processes that reduce the burden on the local environment are emerging.

CLIMATE CHANGE AND
ITS IMPACTS
Although, we do not foresee any immediate threat to
our business operations in the near future due the
climate change, in the coming decades will be critical.
We will experience real disruption to our climate
system as a result of global warming in the next 15
years. Individuals and communities, especially in
low-income countries, are already experiencing
elevated levels of climate stress and more frequent
occurrence of climate events/disruptions, raising
sea levels, melting of glaciers etc.
We hence plan to take appropriate measures to
prepare ourselves to be adaptive and responsive. In
addition to changing climate and increasing pressures from growing populations, the cost of key
resources such as food, ﬁbre, materials and energy
to rise in many places as demand grows and
supplies fail to keep pace. For our business, the
availability of resources such as energy, water and
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ﬁbre will be crucial in the years to come.

We are aligning our climate
action plan with the national
policy of Indonesia.
FRESH WATER
AVAILABILITY
Fresh water availability in, South, and Southeast
Asia, particularly is projected to decrease due to
climate change, along with population growth and
increasing demand arising from higher standards of
living, could adversely affect the availability fresh
water for industrial purpose as access to clean drinking water becomes an even more pressing global
issue. Coastal areas, especially heavily-populated
mega-delta regions in South, East and Southeast
"TJB XJMMCFBUHSFBUFTUSJTLEVFUPJODSFBTFEnPPEJOH
GSPNUIFTFBBOEJOTPNFNFHBEFMUBTnPPEJOHGSPN
the rivers. Our manufacturing locations may be
impacted due to such developments.
4PVUIFSOBOEDFOUSBM&VSPQF 4PVUI&BTU"TJB 64 
Argentina, Mexico, Brazil, China, Canada, Romania
and Australia are markets for polyester, viscose blend
and cotton yarns are seeing more frequent heat
waves, forest ﬁres and droughts; The Mediterranean
area is becoming drier, making it even more vulnerable to drought and wildﬁres and the urban areas,
where 4 out of 5 Europeans now live, are exposed to
IFBUXBWFT nPPEJOHPSSJTJOHTFBMFWFMT CVUBSFPGUFO
ill-equipped for adapting to climate change.
Water resources in Indonesia represent nearly six
percent of the world’s water resources and about 21
percent of total water resources in the Asia-Paciﬁc
region, or more than two trillion cubic meters of
natural renewable water per year. However, the
availability of more than the above-mentioned
amount of natural renewable water has its own challenge as the water resources are unequally distributed among the islands and the availability is not
parallel with population distribution2. As a result,
nearly one out of two Indonesians lacks access to
safe water, and more than 70 percent of the nation’s
220 million people rely on potentially contaminated
sources3.
2. Coping with water scarcity in Indonesia – Jakarta Post – March 2015
3. Water Challenges in Indonesia – Petros Water
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Surface water is often highly polluted and increases
dependency of households and industry on
groundwater. This mostly happen in big cities
where dependency on groundwater is widespread.
As Indonesia’s population continues to grow and its
industries develop, improvements in water management and related infrastructure are important
for future economic success. Water shortages are
expected to be a constraint to Indonesia’s
economic growth potential4.
Although, we do not forsee any immediate threat to
our business operations in next 10 years due to
climate change, we plan to take appropriate measures to prepare ourselves to be adaptive and
responsive. We are aligning our climate action plan
with the national policy of the countries where our
markets and manufacturing is located.
Our present manufacturing location in Indonesia
and Thailand may not face water quantity shortages but will have to deal with water quality challenges. As access to clean drinking water becomes
an even more pressing global issue, we can also
expect stricter legislation on water use and environmental pollution norms including zero water
discharge in manufacturing. Our unit in the Philippines is already exploring ways to overcome its
water access challenges.
In the current year, lower rainfall in both Indonesia
and Thailand have affected the levels of water
stored in catchment areas.
Our manufacturing units in two of our locations are
located in a low lying area and faces water logging
risks. Due to climate change, it is predicted that this
SFHJPOXJMMFYQFSJFODFnPPEJOHEVFUPTFBMFWFMSJTF
We are working with the local municipality on a
proposed project to address the water logging
challenges and will also sensitise relevant authorities to address challenges due to sea level rise in
the next 25 years. We are and would look for alternate manufacturing locations for future expansions
and acquisitions.
We are also working with the World Business
Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD)
and have signed the Pledge for Access to Safe
Water, Sanitation and Hygiene (WASH) at the Workplace. This aims to ensure appropriate access to
4. Coping with water scarcity in Indonesia – Jakarta Post – March 2015
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safe water for all employees in all premises under
direct company control. The business case is straight
forward investing in safe water for employees means a
healthier and more productive workforce. Additional
tangible business beneﬁts include a more secure
social license to operate and increased brand value.
Through signing of the pledge we can make a direct
contribution to the universal realization of the Human
Right to safe Water, Sanitation and Hygiene.

RAW MATERIAL SOURCES
By 2025, 1.8 billion people are expected to be living in
countries or regions with absolute water scarcity. This
would have signiﬁcant impact on our raw material
supply and manufacturing. In addition it will impact our
product characteristics and demand. Similarly the
availability and cost of water will impact cotton
production,manufacturing (particularly dyeing, printing
and ﬁnishing garments), and how we clean our
clothes. And in some parts of the world, using land for
growing food – and perhaps energy crops – might
take precedence over producing textile ﬁbre.
Viscose ﬁbre (VSF) is our predominant ﬁbre used. Also
VSF is made using dissolving grade wood pulp which
we ourselves produce in the group in Canada and
Sweden. ABG is one of the largest producers of VSF
with four plants in India, one in China, Indonesia and
Thailand each.
Wood pulp industry is subjected to various environmental regulations across the world and these can be
expected to increase in future in the wake of changing
climatic conditions. Thus, future availability of rayon
grade wood pulp is an area of concern and could
affect the growth of viscose ﬁbre industry. The high
cost of energy and quality pulp makes it imperative to
improve resource efﬁciency in production.
We are exploring development of speciality and value
added products. Research is underway to explore
alternatives to wood pulp such as green jute and
bagasse as substitutes. These are agricultural or
industrial by products, use of these raw materials also
prevents deforestation and hence aids in preserving
ecology. Necessary measures taken regarding environmental protection will play a crucial role in the
development of viable solutions in the long term.
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Developing countries where cotton is grown has
experienced a decline in cotton yields as a result of
climate change and its impacts. The size of the
cotton crop has been limited in recent years by
various factors, including competition for the use of
land from other crops including food and energy
crops. At the same time, due to increase in
demand, the production of man-made cellulosic
ﬁbres has increased rapidly to bridge the gap. For
the world of fashion, in particular, we understand
the supply of raw materials such as cotton is likely
to become increasingly constrained as water
gradually becomes scarcer and pesticides more
expensive and regulated, this is expected to intensify over the coming years. Alternatives such as
cotton certiﬁed against environmental and social
standards are being thought of as we also explore
PUIFSmCSFTUIBUmMMUIFADFMMVMPTFHBQPGDPUUPOBOE
are environment friendly.
Polyester staple ﬁbre, another primary input material for our yarn is made from petrochemicals and
hence non-biodegradable, producing polyester
uses large amounts of water for cooling, along with
lubricants which can become a source of contamination. The process is also energy intensive at the
spinning stage, this in turn increases emissions of
GHGs, and undermines air quality. Hence, given the
resource limitations, rising energy costs and
upcoming regulations limiting energy consumption,
we are looking at ways to introduce renewable
power in our energy mix and increase energy
efﬁciency in processes.
Acrylic ﬁbre, again another primary input material for
our acrylic yarn is derived from acrylonitrile, a petro
chemical based product that is largely dependent on
ﬁnite resources. The process of acrylic ﬁbre production is roughly 30% more energy intensive than polyester and consumes substantially more water.
Future growth in the global acrylic ﬁbre market will
be rather slow as acrylic ﬁbre must increasingly
compete with other materials such as polyester and
cellulose. The major manufacturers are putting an
accent on yarn innovations like antimicrobial,
XFBUIFS SFTJTUBODF  nBNF SFUBSEBODZ  HFM EZFJOH 
no-pill, etc. in order to create new niches in a
mature market. For 2012–2017, consumption of
acrylic ﬁbres worldwide is expected to grow at an
average annual rate below 1%5. Though the
production has declined over past years, production growth in next 10 years is expected to be
modest due to weak supplies of wool and cotton
and continuing technical advantages for acrylic
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ﬁbre in certain markets6.
We do not anticipate any adverse impacts in production of our raw materials such as viscose, polyester
acrylic and cotton. However, we will continuously
watch climate change predictions, its impact on the
regions where our manufacturing activities are located,
our markets and raw material sources, and calibrate
our business plans accordingly.

ENERGY
For the next two decades the challenges with energy,
speciﬁcally the availability of supply and its links to
security, will receive increasing attention. Demand for
energy, particularly from India and China, will grow
rapidly. The International Energy Agency estimates,
based on current trends, energy needs might be over
40% higher in 2030 than today. The path to a viable,
sustainable energy mix will not be easy.
Recent increase in electricity costs of close to 20% in
Indonesia have forced textile producers to raise their
prices. Again outages in Indonesia are still common,
and could continue to happen if generation capacity
growth is lower than the growth in demand.
Technological shifts are streamlining the textile supply
chain. It is expected that we will see huge improvements in energy efﬁciency within the fashion supply
chain, for example, in how garments are dyed and
ﬁnished.
The policy responses to mitigating climate change will
require us to become energy efﬁcient and use renewable energy. We have developed a technology roadmap wherein we have budgeted investments in quality
improvement and modernization technologies that will
not only improve our operational efﬁciency but also
increase the energy efﬁciency of existing equipments
and process. It will also help us reduce our dependence on fossil fuels. Long term sustainability was one
of the key criteria while designing the projects. In FY16,
we will be investing in LED lighting in our ofﬁces and
factories.
Close to over 90% of our emissions are from fossil fuel
generated electricity. Given the ﬁnite nature of fossil
fuels and its impact on the environment we are aware
of the need to invest in renewables. We will also be
exploring the feasibility of procuring electricity from
renewable sources like solar energy for all residential
and commercialofﬁces in FY16.
5. Chemical Economics Handbook – Acrylic and Modacrylic ﬁbers
6. Acrylonitrile – World Market overview
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INCREASING LABOUR
COSTS
Steep hikes to minimum wages went into effect in
2013 and 2014. More than 60 textile companies
decided to relocate their operations from the
industrial estates around the capital to areas of
Java where the cost of labour is lower. Some ﬁrms
were reportedly looking to turn their back on Indonesia altogether, and their number could grow if
minimum wages continue to rise at rates that look
excessive when compared to productivity gains7.
The real appreciation of the rupiah, rising unit labor
costs, strong international competition in commodities (especially from China ) and a tightening
of proﬁt margins have all made Indonesia’s manufacturing sector less competitive than its regional
neighbours8.
We are hence exploring technological modernization, innovations, improving labour skills, better
infrastructure to overcome these challenges and
continue to cater to world markets.

We consider, sustainability
practice would enable us to
scan, understand and address
economic, social and environmental risks comprehensively.
We have scanned the relevant
future global trends that is relevant for our raw material
sourcing, manufacturing and
markets and addressed a few
challenges. We would continue
scanning the global trends and
relevant scenarios and revise
our coping strategies, each
year, to future proof our business.

POLICY DIRECTION
Response to Global Changes
The response to resource shortages and climate
change will depend on a complex set of factors
including the willingness and costs of people and
business to change their behavior and the ability of
politicians to reach global collective agreements.
Low Carbon Technology is the driver of transformation, supported by government incentives
including feed-in tariffs incentivising renewable
energy and tax breaks. Global agreements are
channeling funds and resources to low-income
countries for climate change mitigation and adaptation schemes.
Climate change related regulations will drive the
energy costs higher in all geographies and requirement of sourcing and using renewable energy and
using energy efﬁciently, will be covered by regulations.
As security of food and energy supply is a top
priority for countries, regional alliances are being
formed and protectionist blocks, high trade barriers may signiﬁcantly increase in future. Clothing
companies are facing unprecedented levels of
bureaucracy, quotas and trade laws that are
increasingly difﬁcult to manage. Protectionism
NBZBMTPDPNFGSPNMFBEJOHQSBDUJUJPOFSTFH &6
leads the way on de-carbonisation, with a strict
carbon tax and pricing regime, including proposed
carbon tariffs on imports. Again, market saturation
in developed regions such as Europe and North
America is expected to hamper overall growth.
Moreover certain health hazards associated with
polyester and regulations governing polyester
manufacturing, its usage and disposal are
expected to be another vital factor adversely
affecting market demand. Our markets will be
impacted due to such climate change impacts.
Many voluntary guidelines such as Higgs Index,
requires the producer to take the responsibility of
environmental and social impacts of their products. In the near future, taking responsibility of the
life cycle impacts on environment and society, will
be covered by regulations. Providing product
related information adequately, correctly and
transparently across the value chain will also be
required by upcoming regulations.

7. http://www.gbgindonesia.com/en/manufacturing/article/2011/challenges_in_indonesia_s_ftg_industry.php
8. http://www.worldbank.org/en/news/press-release/2012/10/10/indonesia-manufacturing-sector-picks-up-pace
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PUBLIC ATTITUDES WILL
ALSO PLAY A KEY ROLE.
Public responses and preferences in addressing
resource scarcity and climate change will play an
JNQPSUBOU SPMF JO JOnVFODJOH UIF DSJUJDBM QPMJUJDBM
responses to these problems. How much will
people be willing to alter consumption patterns and
make lifestyle choices that reduce pressure on the
environment?
Whether governments go for market-based
responses or regulatory incentives will have a big
impact on businesses and they role they play. We
are hence working in tandem with governments
and with the markets in order to harness innovations that could deliver transformation.

MATERIALS
The yarn business is facing increasing competition
from commodity players in China, excess supply
along with high duty rates and non-tariff barriers in
NBSLFUTTVDIBTUIF648FTFFUIJTBTBOPQQPSUVnity to move to niche products such as technical
textile yarns that will serve wider communities, offer
more to our existing customers, and ﬁnd new users
and uses.
Fibres that can be used over and over again without
losing quality are also emerging. Biomimicry is leading to the development of textiles that expand to
trap heat when the weather is cold and help people
to adapt to a changing climate.
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Our strong marketing and R&D teams through
consistent engagement with the markets have been
quick to understand new yarn specs and customer
requirements to translate them into prototypes.
Through our foray into technical textiles we have
identiﬁed segments like home and outdoors, packaging, medical and industrial uses.
Substantial volumes have already been sold into the
various market segments.
We are also engaging more deeply with customers,
suppliers across the value chain as we develop
newer product offerings

INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY
Internet and related digital technology advances is
changing the way we communicate, make
purchases and do business.
Whatever other technologies are deployed it is clear
that ICT will continue to play a vital role in our
economy and the way the textile industry operates.
In 2013, Asia-Paciﬁc emerged as the strongest
business-to consumer (B2C) eCommerce region in
UIFXPSMEXJUITBMFTPGBSPVOECJMMJPO64% B
growth of 45% over 2012, ranking ahead of Europe
CJMMJPO64% BOE/PSUI"NFSJDB CJMMJPO
64% 
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DEMOGRAPHIC CHALLENGES
In our work force we are continuously increasing the
proportion of youth and women and we will
continue to do so. We presently are building
capacity amongst our old employees, to enable
them to pursue productive engagements beyond
retirement.

We also see that in the future, the population will
age in our present markets and accordingly, we will
adapt and calibrate our products and markets
accordingly.

We understand that our workforce in future may have to
shoulder the responsibility of
the seniors at home, even in
developing countries. We will
address this in our HR policies
in the near future.
HIGG INDEX
ILT has gone beyond compliance in safeguarding
environment. We have conducted analysis based
on Higg Index for our facility and implemented the
Environment and Social/Labour module at facility
level for all units. The Index asks practice-based,

qualitative questions to gauge environmental
sustainability performance and drive behaviour for
improvement. Based on the scores received certain
actions were highlighted for improving the
performance at the facility.

Recruitment (70)
Environmental Management System or Program (100)

Compensation on (43)
Hours of Work (54)

Energy Use and GHG Emissions (100)
Worker Involvement & Communication (53)
Water Use (100)

7 Areas of Environment
Assessment

W@RSDV@SDQ$EkTDMS
Emissions to Air (100)

Health & Safety (76)

11 Areas of Social /
Labor Assessment

Transparency (38)
Community (27)
External Engagement (13)

Chemicals Management (100)
Waste Management (100)

+@ANQWorkplace Management for Value Chain (125)
Termination & Retrenchment (6)
Worker Treatment & Development (101)
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MESSAGE FROM
SUSTAINABILITY TEAM
PT. Indo Liberty (ILT) has always adopted systemic
approach to continually improve manufacturing
efﬁciencies. A number of awards and certiﬁcations
for Business Excellence and Total Quality Management, received by ILT are testimony to this. Sustainability movement at ILT has extended this systemic
and disciplined approach to all stakeholders with,
shareholders, employees, customers, suppliers,
communities and government; and across the
value chain. Quite a few steps taken to effect
sustainability transformation at ILT have clear and
short term business beneﬁts in the areas of improving productivity & efﬁciency in the areas of energy,
XBUFS FNJTTJPOFGnVFOUBOEFNQMPZFFIFBMUIBOE
safety are driven by our belief in sustainable business principles.
ILT has voluntarily adopted Aditya Birla Framework
for Sustainable Business consisting of Responsible
Stewardship, Stakeholder Engagement and Future
Prooﬁng. This perspective has helped us to
calibrate our plans and actions. To us at ILT, Sustainability practice is an integral part of achieving
Business Excellence and Future Prooﬁng. It is with
this belief and commitment, we conducted materiality assessment. This assessment, we believe has
enabled us to identify issues that are important, at
present and in future, for our business and to our
stakeholders.
Our Sustainability Apex Council and Advisory
Council Experts played a very critical role in galvanizing and guiding us through sustainability journey.
Various sustainability agendas are driven by the ten
workgroup- mission teams having members from
all nine units of Textiles, Acrylic Fibre and Overseas
Spinning business. To manage various aspects of
sustainability, we reinforced our existing ISO based
management systems and included many issues
identiﬁed as material, in these structures. These
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management systems have internalized “continual
improvement” and “total employee involvement”.
Inclusion of many aspects of sustainability within
this management system ensured that sustainability
is mainstreamed into management of business.
Our performance on energy, water, waste, equal
opportunity, diversity, customer health and safety,
community welfare etc., has improved during the
reporting period. We have undertaken carbon foot
printing, taken steps to increase renewable materials, understood and addressed climate and water
risks, mapped our environmental expenses and
value delivered to regional economy and diversity
indices. In addition, we have made best efforts, this
year, to put in place governance and management
systems to ensure all material issues are addressed
by the business and such issues are revisited
periodically. We have started implementation &
monitoring of Higg index for all our manufacturing
locations and products including supply chain,
jointly with Aditya Birla Group textile value chain
businesses in collaboration with Sustainable
Apparel Coalition (SAC). This step, we are sure, will
further catalyze our performance on all material
sustainability issues, manage the risks and harness
all opportunities. We also invite all stakeholders to
engage actively with us on our stakeholder engagement platforms.
This sustainability report is an effort to be accountable to our stakeholder that we are fair, responsible
and deliver value; we contribute positively to environment, society and economy; and ﬁnally we
accept our responsibility across the life cycle.
We look forward to receiving suggestions and comments from our stakeholders. We believe without
indulgence of our stakeholders and continuous
engagement, our business cannot be sustainable.

ASSURANCE

We believe that independent assurance leads to quality and process improvements, and reassures
readers and our stakeholders that the information we publish is accurate and material. It therefore
contributes to building trust and credibility with key interest groups.
We engage professional assurance providers who combine the strengths of non-ﬁnancial assurance
experience with technical competency in environmental and social standards.
This report has been assured by Bureau Veritas, a third party assurance provider.
INDEPENDENT ASSURANCE STATEMENT
To: The Stakeholders of PT Indo Liberty Textile Industry
Introduction and objectives of work
BUREAU VERITAS Certiﬁcation (India) Pvt Ltd. has been engaged by PT Indo Liberty Textile Industry (PTIL) to conduct an independent assurance
of its Sustainability Report 2014. This Assurance Statement applies to the related information included within the scope of work described below.
This information and its presentation in the Sustainability Report 2014 are the sole responsibility of the management of PTIL. Bureau Veritas was not
involved in the drafting of the Report. Our sole responsibility was to provide independent assurance on its content.
Scope of work
The assurance process was conducted in line with the requirements of the Assurance Standard AA1000AS (2008) Type 2 assurance. The scope of work
included:
■ Data and information included in Sustainability Report 2014 for the reporting period 1st January 2014 to 31st December 2014;
■ Appropriateness and robustness of underlying reporting systems and processes, used to collect, analyse and review the information reported;
■ Evaluation of the Report against the main principles of the AA1000 Assurance Standard 2008)1
● Inclusivity
● Materiality
● Responsiveness
■ Evaluation of the Report against the principles of Accuracy, Accessibility, Balance, Clarity, Comparability, Reliability, Timeliness and Stakeholder
Inclusiveness, as deﬁned in the GRI Sustainability Reporting Guidelines G4;
The level of assurance has been applied as “Moderate” for all sections of the report.
Methodology
As part of its independent assurance, Bureau Veritas undertook the following activities:
1. Visit to the manufacturing location of PTIL on 18.03.2015 and interviews with relevant personnel of PTIL including the plant in-charge and heads of various
departments functions such as Production, Energy, Environment, Safety, Procurement, Human Relations, Marketing and Corporate Finance & Accounts;
2. Review of documentary evidence produced by PTIL
3. Audit of performance data, on a sampling basis
4. Review of PTIL data and information systems for collection, aggregation, analysis and review
5. Review of stakeholder engagement activities by review of the Stakeholder Engagement minutes and report prepared by RSM GC consultants who were
engaged by PTIL
6. Direct interviews with a few stakeholders during the site visit
Our work was conducted against Bureau Veritas’ standard procedures and guidelines for external Assurance of Sustainability Reports, based on current
best practice in independent assurance.
The work was planned and carried out to provide “moderate”, rather than “high” level of assurance and we believe it provides an appropriate basis for our
conclusions.
Our ﬁndings
On the basis of our methodology and the activities described above, it is our opinion that:
●

Nothing has come to our attention to indicate that the reviewed statements within the scope of our veriﬁcation are inaccurate and the information included
therein is not fairly stated;

●

It is our opinion that PTIL has established appropriate systems for the collection, aggregation and analysis of quantitative data such as Environmental,
Health & Safety, Human Resource, Labour, Social & Community welfare as well as Product, Customer and Investor related data.

Alignment with the principles of AA1000AS (2008)
Inclusivity
PTIL has processes in place for engaging with a range of key stakeholders including socially responsible investors, government ofﬁcials, local representatives
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and has undertaken a number of stakeholder engagement activities in 2014 covering a range of topics such as Customer satisfaction, Employee welfare,
Supply Chain, Community Welfare and Environment.
Materiality
The Report addresses the range of environmental, social and economic issues of concern that PTIL has identiﬁed as being of highest material importance.
The identiﬁcation of material issues has considered both internal assessments of risks and opportunities to the business, as well as stakeholders views and
concerns. The material issues were identiﬁed by a process of stakeholder engagement and interaction and the entire process was conducted in the
presence of RSM GC who were engaged by PTIL for that purpose. In all, a total of 34 issues in the 3 categories of Business, Environment and Social were
identiﬁed as material through this process.
Responsiveness
PTIL is responding to those issues it has identiﬁed as material and demonstrates this in its policies, objectives, indicators and performance targets. The
reported information can be used by the organisation and its stakeholders as a reasonable basis for their opinions and decision-making. The company has
taken various initiatives towards making an environmentally friendly product, waste minimisation, occupational health and safety at work and community and
local development.
Speciﬁed Sustainability Performance Data
Performance data within the report continues to be gathered through a variety of data systems and processes. We consider the data as presented in the
report to be reliable but also highlight our recommendation that PTIL reviews the data, gathering inputs against the key performance indicator stated in the
report to ensure that performance against these metrics can be consistently and regularly reviewed and continue to provide accurate and reliable information.
Evaluation against Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) G4 Sustainability Reporting Guidelines
Bureau Veritas undertook an evaluation of PTIL Sustainability Report 2014 against the G4 Sustainability Reporting Guidelines. This included cross checking
the GRI index table against all the reference documents to provide an opinion on the self-declared GRI reporting option. Based on our work, it is our opinion
that the Sustainability Report 2014 has been prepared in accordance with the GRI Reporting Framework including appropriate consideration of the Reporting Principles and necessary indicators to meet the requirements of GRI G4 Reporting Option “In accordance- Core”.
Best practice observations
● PTIL has switched to LED lighting as an energy conservation measure
● 8BUFS EJTDIBSHF GSPN EPNFTUJD FGnVFOU IBT TIPXO B SFEVDJOH USFOE EVSJOH   EFTQJUF JODSFBTF JO UIF QSPEVDUJPO MFWFMT 8BUFS XJUIESBXBM IBT
reduced, even though there has been an increase in the production
Limitations and Exclusions
Excluded from the scope of our work is any assurance of information relating to:
●

Activities outside the deﬁned assurance period stated hereinabove;

●

Positional statements (expressions of opinion, belief, aim or future intention) by PTIL and statements of future commitment;

●

Our assurance does not extend to the activities and operations of PTIL outside of the scope and geographical boundaries as well as the operations undertaken by any subsidiaries or joint ventures of the Company.

This independent statement should not be relied upon to detect all errors, omissions or misstatements that may exist within the Report.
Statement of independence, impartiality and competence
Bureau Veritas is an independent professional services company that specialises in Quality, Health, Safety, Social and Environmental management with
almost 180 years history in providing independent assurance services, and an annual turnover in 2014 in excess of Euros 4.00 billion.
Bureau Veritas has implemented a Code of Ethics across the business to maintain high ethical standards among staff in their day to day business activities.
8FBSFQBSUJDVMBSMZWJHJMBOUJOUIFQSFWFOUJPOPGDPOnJDUTPGJOUFSFTU
No member of the assurance team has a business relationship with PTIL, its Directors or Managers beyond that required of this assignment. We have
DPOEVDUFEUIJTWFSJmDBUJPOJOEFQFOEFOUMZ BOEUIFSFIBTCFFOOPDPOnJDUPGJOUFSFTU
The assurance team has extensive experience in conducting assurance over environmental, social, ethical and health and safety information, systems and
processes and has over 5 years combined experience in this ﬁeld and an excellent understanding of Bureau Veritas standard methodology for the Assurance
of Sustainability Reports.
Bureau Veritas Certiﬁcation (India) Pvt. Ltd.
6th Floor, Marwah Centre, K. Marwah Lane, Off. Saki-Vihar Road, Saki Naka, Andheri (East ) Mumbai- 400072 India.

Sanjay Patankar
Lead Assuror
Product Manager- Sustainability & Climate Change Services

Date: 04-Sep-2015
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Anirban Chatterjee
Technical Reviewer
Manager- Sustainability Services

GRI INDEX

GRI INDEX
GENERAL STANDARD DISCLOSURES
Disclosures

Coverage

Section

Pg No

Section: Strategy & Analysis
G4-1

President Director’sLetter

Fully

President Director’s Message

5-6

G4-2

Description of key impacts, risks and opportunities

Fully

Responsible Stewardship

26 -51

Section: Organizational Proﬁle
G4-3

Organization name

Fully

Our Operations and Products

8

G4-4

Primary brands, products, and services

Fully

Product Portfolio

9

G4-5

Headquarters location

Fully

Our Operations and Products

8

G4-6

Where the organization operates

Fully

Our Operations and Products

8

G4-7

Nature of ownership and legal form

Fully

Our Operations and Products

8

G4-8

Markets served

Fully

Our Operations and Products

8

G4-9

Scale of the organization

Fully

Our Operations and Products

8

G4-10

Total number of employees by type

Partially

Employee Diversity

42

G4-11

Collective bargaining agreements

Fully

Labour Management Relations

49

G4-12

Supply chain description

Fully

Our Operations and Products

10-11

G4-13

Organizational changes during the reporting period

Fully

Our Operations and Products

9

G4-14

Precautionary principle

Fully

Communities

58- 59

G4-15

External charters, principles, or other initiatives

Fully

Human Rights

39

G4-16

Membership associations

Fully

Our Operations and Products

9

Section: Identiﬁed Material Aspects & Boundaries
G4-17

Entities included in ﬁnancial statements

Fully

Complete disclosure - Scope and
Boundary

11

G4-18

Process for deﬁning report boundaries and content

Fully

Transparent Reporting Principles

11

G4-19

Material aspects included in the report

Fully

Issues that matter

22

G4-20

Descriptions of material aspect boundaries within
the organization

Fully

Issues that matter

22

G4-21

Descriptions of material aspect boundaries outside
the organization

Partially

Issues that matter

22

G4-22

Restatements

NA

-

-

G4-23

Changes from previous reports in terms of scope and/
or boundaries

NA

-

-

Section: Stakeholder Engagement
G4-24

Stakeholder groups

Fully

Stakeholder Engagement

40

G4-25

How stakeholders were identiﬁed

Fully

Stakeholder Engagement

53

G4-26

Approach to stakeholder engagement

Fully

Stakeholder Engagement

43

G4-27

Topics raised during stakeholder engagements

Fully

Stakeholder Engagement

54 -55

Fully

Complete Disclosure - Scope and
Boundary

11

Section: Report Proﬁle
G4-28

Reporting period

G4-29

Date of most recent report

NA

-

-

G4-30

Reporting cycle

Fully

Complete Disclosure - Scope and
Boundary

11

G4-31

Report contact

Fully

Feedback

80

G4-32

"In accordance" option, GRI Index and report assurance Fully

Complete Disclosure - Scope and
Boundary

11

G4-33

Policy regarding report assurance

Assurance

74 -75
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Fully

GRI INDEX

GENERAL STANDARD DISCLOSURES
Disclosures

Coverage

Section

Pg No

Partially

Enablers and Governance

14-15

Fully

Our values steer our conduct

19

Disclosures on management approach (DMA)

Fully

Issues that matter, Enablers and
Governance

22,
14-16

G4-EC1

Economic value

Fully

Delivering Economic Value

56

G4-EC2

Climate change risks

Fully

Climate Risks

66

G4-EC3

Beneﬁt plan coverage

Partially

Employee Beneﬁts

47

G4-EC4

Financial assistance from the government

Fully

Delivering Economic Value

56

G4-EC5

Ratio of entry level wage to local minimum wage

Fully

Entry level wage, basic salary
and remuneration

44

G4-EC6

Proportion of senior management hired from
the local community

Partially

Senior Management Hiring

48

G4-EC7

Infrastructure investments

Fully

Indirect Economic Impact

56-57

G4-EC8

Indirect economic impacts

Fully

Indirect Economic Impact

56

G4-EC9

Local suppliers

Fully

Procurement Practices

55

G4-EN1

Materials by weight or volume

Fully

Materials& Wastes

35-36

G4-EN2

Recycled input materials

Fully

Materials& Wastes

35

G4-EN3

Energy consumption within organization

Fully

Energy& Carbon

29

G4-EN4

Energy consumption within organization

Not covered

G4-EN5

Energy intensity

Fully

Energy& Carbon

29

G4-EN6

Energy reductions

Fully

Energy& Carbon

29

G4-EN7

Energy reductions in products and services

NA

-

-

(&/

8BUFSXJUIESBXBMTCZTPVSDF

'VMMZ

8BUFS&GnVFOU



(&/

8BUFSTPVSDFTBGGFDUFECZXJUIESBXBMT

'VMMZ

8BUFS&GnVFOU



(&/

8BUFSSFDZDMFEBOESFVTFE

'VMMZ

8BUFS&GnVFOU



G4-EN11

Facilities in or near areas of high diversity

Not reported

-

-

G4-EN12

Impacts on biodiversity

Not reported

-

-

G4-EN13

Habitats protected or restored

Not reported

-

-

(&/

*6$/3FE-JTUTQFDJFT

/PUSFQPSUFE





G4-EN15

GHG emissions (Scope 1)

Fully

Energy & Carbon

31

G4-EN16

GHG emissions (Scope 2)

Fully

Energy & Carbon

31

G4-EN17

GHG emissions (Scope 3)

Fully

Energy & Carbon

31

G4-EN18

GHG emissions intensity

Fully

Energy & Carbon

31

G4-EN19

Reduction of GHG emissions

Fully

Energy & Carbon

31

G4-EN20

Ozone-depleting substances (ODS)

Fully

Ozone Depleting Substance

38

G4-EN21

NOx, SOx and other emissions

Fully

Emissions

38

G4-EN22

Water discharge

Fully

Waste Water Management

34

G4-EN23

Waste by type and disposal method

Fully

Materials & Waste

37

G4-EN24

Signiﬁcant spills

Fully

Materials & Waste

37

Section: Governance
G4-34

Governance structure of the organization

Section: Ethics & Integrity
G4-56

Code of conduct

Speciﬁc Disclosures
G4-DMA
Economic

Environment
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GENERAL STANDARD DISCLOSURES
Disclosures

Coverage

Section

Pg No

G4-EN25

Hazardous waste

Fully

Materials & Waste

37

G4-EN26

Biodiversity affected by runoff

NA

-

-

G4-EN27

Mitigation of environmental impacts of products and services

NA

-

G4-EN28

Products and packaging materials reclaimed

Fully

Materials & Waste

36

G4-EN29

Environmental ﬁnes and sanctions

Fully

Positive Compliance

21

G4-EN30

Environmental impacts from product distribution
and employee travel

Fully

Emissions

38

G4-EN31

Environmental investments

Fully

Environmental Expenditures

58

G4-EN32

New suppliers screened using environmental criteria

Partially

Suppliers

58

G4-EN33

Supply chain environmental impacts

Not covered

G4-EN34

Environmental grievances

Fully

Grievance Redressal Mechanisms

20- 21

Social- Labour Practices
G4-LA1

Number and rate of new employee hires and turnover Fully

Employment

43

G4-LA2

Beneﬁts provided to full-time employees

Employee Beneﬁts

47

G4-LA3

Return to work and retention rates after parental leave Fully

Return to Work and Retention Rates

44

G4-LA4

Notice periods regarding operational changes

Fully

Labour Management Relations

49

G4-LA5

Workforce represented in health and safety
committees

Fully

Occupational Health and Safety

50

G4-LA6

Rates of injury, occupational disease, lost days,
absenteeism, and work-related fatalities

Fully

Occupational Health and Safety

50

G4-LA7

Workers with high incidence risk of diseases

Fully

Occupational Health and Safety

50

G4-LA8

Health and safety topics covered in agreements
with trade unions

Fully

Labour Management Relations

49

G4-LA9

Average hours of training for employees

Fully

Training and Education

47

G4-LA10

Programs for skills management managing
career endings

Fully

Training and Education

45- 47

G4-LA11

Employees receiving performance and career
development reviews

Fully

Training and Education

45

G4-LA12

Composition of governance bodies and employees

Fully

The Board, Employee Diversity

15,42

G4-LA13

Ratio of basic salary and remuneration of
women to men

Fully

Entry level wage, basic salary
and remuneration

44

G4-LA14

New suppliers that were screened using labor
practices criteria

Partially

Suppliers

58

G4-LA15

Negative impacts for labor practices in the supply chain

Not covered

G4-LA16

Grievances about labor practices

Fully

Grievance Redressal Mechanisms

20-21

Fully

Social- Human Rights
G4-HR1

Investment agreements and contracts that include
human rights clauses or underwent screening

Fully

Human Rights

39

G4-HR2

Employee training on human rights

Partially

Human Rights

39

G4-HR3

Incidents of discrimination

Fully

Human Rights

40

G4-HR4

Signiﬁcant risk of freedom of association in
operations and suppliers

Fully

Human Rights

39

G4-HR5

Signiﬁcant risk of child labor in operations
and suppliers

Fully

Human Rights

40
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GENERAL STANDARD DISCLOSURES
Disclosures

Coverage

Section

Pg No

G4-HR6

Signiﬁcant risk of forced or compulsory labor in
operations and suppliers

Fully

Human Rights

39

G4-HR7

Security personnel trained in the organization's
human rights policies

Not Covered

G4-HR8

Incidents of violations involving rights of
indigenous peoples

NA

-

-

G4-HR9

Operations that have been subject to human
rights assessments

Fully

Human Rights

39

G4-HR10

New suppliers screened for human rights

Partially

Suppliers

58

G4-HR11

Human rights impacts in the supply chain

Not covered

G4-HR12

Grievances about human rights impacts

Fully

Grievance Redressal Mechanisms

20-21

Fully

Communities

58-59

Social – Society
G4-SO1

Local community engagement, impact
assessments and development programs

G4-SO2

Negative impacts on local communities

Fully

Communities

58-59

G4-SO3


Risks related to corruption


Fully


Our performance as per the
6/(MPCBM$PNQBDUhTUFOQSJODJQMFT

40

G4-SO4


Communications and training on anti-corruption


Partially


Our performance as per the
6/(MPCBM$PNQBDUhTUFOQSJODJQMFT

40

G4-SO5


Conﬁrmed incidents of corruption


Fully


Our performance as per the
6/(MPCBM$PNQBDUhTUFOQSJODJQMFT

40

G4-SO6

Political contributions

Fully

Political Contributions

40

G4-SO7

Anti-competitive behavior

Fully

Anti-competitive behaviour

51

G4-SO8

Fines for non-compliance with laws

Fully

Positive Compliance

21

G4-SO9

New suppliers screened for impacts on society

Not covered

G4-SO10

Negative impacts on society in the supply chain

Not covered

G4-SO11

Grievances about impacts on society

Fully

Grievance Redressal Mechanisms

20-21

Social-Product Responsibility
G4-PR1

Health and safety impact assessments of
products and services

Fully

Customer Health and Safety

63

G4-PR2

Non-compliance concerning the health and safety
impacts of products and services

Fully

Customer Health and Safety

63

G4-PR3

Product and service information required for labelling

Fully

Products Information

62

G4-PR4

Non-compliance with regulations concerning
product and service labelling

Fully

Products Information

62

G4-PR5

Surveys measuring customer satisfaction

Fully

Customer Satisfaction

62

G4-PR6

Sale of banned or disputed products

NA

-

-

G4-PR7

Non-compliance with regulations concerning
marketing communications

Fully

Products

63

G4-PR8

Complaints regarding breaches of customer
privacy and losses of customer data

Fully

Customer Privacy

62

G4-PR9

Fines for non-compliance with laws and
regulations concerning products and services

Fully

Product Information

62
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FEEDBACK
We sincerely appreciate your feedback and concerns
for our improvement. For any comments/concerns,
please send queries to following address:
Contact Name: Mr. Saji George
Address: PT. Indo Liberty Textiles, JI. Raya Teluk
Jambe, Desa Teluk Jambe, Karawang 41361, Jawa
Barat, Indonesia.
Email: saji.george@adityabirla.com

DEFINITIONS AND
ACRONYMS

OHS: Occupational, Health and Safety
ILT: Indo Liberty Textile
Scope 1 Emissions: These are direct GHG emissions
from sources that are owned or controlled by the entity
Scope 2 Emissions: Indirect GHG emissions from
consumption of purchased electricity, heat or steam
Scope 3 Emissions: Other indirect emissions, such as
the extraction and production of purchased materials
and fuels, transport-related activities in vehicles not
owned or controlled by the reporting entity,
electricity-related activities (e.g. T&D losses) not
covered in Scope 2, outsourced activities, waste
disposal, etc.

CoE: Centre of Excellence

Stakeholders: A person, group or organization that
has interest or concern in an organization. Stakeholders
can affect or be affected by the organization'sactions,
objectives and policies.

Compliance: It means conforming to a rule, such as a
speciﬁcation, policy, standard or law.

Stewardship: It is an ethic that embodies the
responsible planning and management of resources.

CTS: Customer Technical Service

Sustainability: Sustainability is meeting the needs of
the present without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs.

DfE: Design for Environment
EHS: Environment, Health and Safety
GHGs: Greenhouse Gases
GRI: Global Reporting Initiative
Higg Index: It is an apparel and footwear industry
self-assessment standard for assessing environmental
and social sustainability throughout the supply chain.
ODS: Ozone Depleting Substances
OEKO-TEX: OEKO-TEX examines all stages of
production and tests for harmful substances used in
production systems to ensure customer safety
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Whistleblower: Anyone who has and reports insider
knowledge of illegal activities occurring in an
organization

